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Abstract: No one can forecast how the world will look like in the future, but one can tell that
it will be a completely different one from today. Companies are investing substantial amounts
of money in new technology, with one of the latest innovation being robots and how humans
want to interact with these. However, innovation does also repaint the competitive landscape,
and it has become significantly more important for manufacturing firms to put the customer
in the center rather than the product to stay competitive. While much research has been made
within the customer-centric approach and human-robot interaction which are the two
cornerstones of this thesis, there is a lack of literature where these two fields intersect. Thus,
the main purpose of this research is to investigate how Lynk & Co, our single-case study
manufacturing firm, should construct their Intelligent Personal Assistant in alignment with their
value proposition. This is performed through a qualitative study consisting of case-study
interviews with Lynk & Co managers and external HRI-experts. By first examining the two
cornerstones separately and subsequently combining these findings it was possible to shed
light on the thesis main research question. Findings showed that Lynk & Co adopt a customercentric approach. Furthermore, twelve salient factors, strengthened by both theory and
empirical data, could be allocated in the Kano Model to assist Lynk & Co with the alignment
between their value proposition and the construction of their Intelligent Personal Assistant

Keyword: HRI, Human-Robot Interaction, IPA, Intelligent Personal Assistant, Customercentric, Service-dominant logic, User acceptance, Value proposition, Value proposition
canvas
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1. Introduction

In this starting chapter, we aim to give you as a reader an understanding of why this study is
relevant, what research gap we desire to bridge and shed light on as well as what objectives
we aim to fulfill. This background subsequently brings us to the thesis research question,
disposition and what limitations that need to be taken into consideration.

1.1 Background

In today’s business climate, organizations all over the world are facing a rapidly changing
business landscape and the challenges which this creates (Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini &
Kay, 2009). These challenges might best be exemplified by the stagnating, and in some cases
even declining economic growth, coupled with the constantly increasing environmental threat
(McDonough & Braungart, 2013). One component which more and more is identified as a
critical source of these challenges is an unsustainable, product-centric consumption. This
product-centric consumption is furthermore reinforced by the product-centric approach most
manufacturing organizations have adapted since the industrial revolution (Verstrepen,
Deschoolmeester & van den Berg, 1999; Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009). A
product-centric approach means when a company base their offering around their products,
while also focusing on selling as many units as possible of one product, to as many people as
possible (ibid.). This situation has during the last couple of decades created a new reality for
manufacturing organizations where they more frequently than ever are finding themselves
between a rock and a hard place in their constant strive towards creating customer value
through the creation of new products (ibid). It is mainly from this changed and rather grim
manufacturing situation where one somewhat new theme arose as a potential remedy for
manufacturing organizations around the world. This was the addition of services as a vital part
of an organization’s offering and subsequently the replacing of the previously dominating
product-centric approach with a service-dominant, customer-centric approach (Vandermerwe
& Rada, 1988; Schmenner 2009; Vargo & Lusch, 2004). A customer-centric company will to
the contrary base their offering around their customer and focus on satisfying the core-needs
of the customer with both product and services (ibid).
Up until the 1980s, most manufacturing firms did very little regarding services, and the ones
who did engage with services almost exclusively viewed them as a necessary evil which mostly
served a marketing purpose rather than something of real value for the organization
(Schmenner, 2009). This view resulted in products and services being somewhat separated
from each other and subsequently not adding much in terms of their coexistence
(Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009; Lee, Yoo & Kim,
2016). However, services are now more than ever playing a pivotal role in manufacturing
organization’s long-term plan to stay competitive (Lee, Yoo & Kim, 2016). There are even
plenty of scholars who suggest that services possibly are on its way to replace the tangible
good as the most crucial aspect of the overall offering (Verstrepen, Deschoolmeester & van
den Berg, 1999; Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Rabetino, Kohtamäki & Gebauer, 2017 Vargo
& Lusch, 2004; 2015). This movement has paved the way for something that is referred to as
a new, customer-centric, service-dominant logic (ibid.)
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Placing the customer instead of the product at the center of the organization was advocated
by some scholars as early as the 1950s and 60s (Drucker, 1954; Levitt, 1960; McKitterick,
1957). However, most academics, as well as the overwhelming majority of practitioners and
managers saw no reasons to change and thus still maintained a rather product-centric
approach up until recent (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Nevertheless, as Vargo and Lusch proposed
in their article from 2004, a case could be made that from the 1990s and forward, a
fundamental change to the inherent logic of how manufacturing organization conducts their
business has taken place. Manufacturing organizations worldwide has started to place the
customer at the center and looking at the overall offering through a more holistic and servicedominant lens. This change further requires organizations to focus on the overall customer
experience which incorporates both the tangible and intangible aspects of what the
organizations could offer (ibid.). Two of the driving forces pushing this change was both the
aforementioned product-driven challenges as well as the opportunities created by new
technology.
One of the technologies which have played a vital role in the way manufacturing organizations
behave and navigate in this new manufacturing landscape is artificial intelligence (hereafter
called A.I.). A.I. is a striking innovation which continually is pushing new boundaries and is in
it easiest form defined as the ability of computer systems to perform tasks that normally
require human intelligence (Barrat, 2013). A.I. has played an instrumental role in the
development of the technology which is right at the center of this thesis, namely Intelligent
Personal Assistants (hereafter called IPA). An IPA is best described as a vocal software-based
assistant who helps the user with a number of different tasks (Saad, Afzal, El-Issawi & Eid,
2017). Some of the most famous examples of already developed IPAs are Siri from Apple and
Cortana developed by Microsoft, which both with the help of speech recognition can answer
questions and perform easier tasks for its user (ibid.). The development of the IPA as a
technology has increased rapidly since 2015 with several tech giants having entered the arena
due to the significant potential it contains as well as the extensive areas of application it can
serve (Kiulian, 2017). It is predicted by Gartner (2016) that in three years, at least 75% of the
American households will have an IPA in their home. As technology improves, the IPAtechnology is continually becoming smarter and better in predicting, comprehending and
carrying out complex requests for the user (Kiulian, 2017).
Even though the academic literature concerning IPAs specifically is relatively scarce in its
occurrence, the research field of human-robot interaction is considerably richer. Human-robot
interaction (hereafter called HRI) is a fairly young, multidisciplinary field of research, combining
the knowledge from more traditional areas such as human-computer interaction,
neuroscience, communication systems and A.I, to only name a few (Sheridan, 2016). Within
the area of HRI, a great emphasis is being placed upon the importance of achieving user
acceptance of new technologies, and subsequently how people are most comfortable
communicating with robots, such as an IPA (Dautenhahn, 2006). This verbal focus of which
HRI takes makes it an excellent lens of which to view the development of the IPA, which is
why it acts as the primary field of research that will guide the more technical side in this thesis.
As already described above by Kiulian (2017), the IPA can be useful in various fields, and one
industry that truly has put the pedal to the metal in regards of adopting new technology is
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the automotive industry (Horvath, 2017). The automotive industry has become more than a
mere manufacturing competition, and focus has increasingly switched towards incorporating
services in the offering with competitors such as Apple and Google entering the race against
incumbents. As competition increase, it has forced car-manufacturers to speed up their
innovation process which in turn requires more agile and open organizations that rapidly
adapt to new emerging technological trends (ibid.). A company that has realized this is Geely
Auto Group, the major Chinese automotive manufacturer, and as a result, they created a new
organization called Lynk & Co1, which is the case study of this thesis. Lynk & Co’s vision is to
produce a car that is built on disruptive technologies and digital solutions which accordingly
makes the IPA a highly prioritized service for their organization.
This brings us to the core of this thesis. As will be explained in greater detail below, this thesis
has set out to investigate how the technology of the IPA should be developed from an HRIperspective in order to align with the value-proposition of a modern car-manufacturer, Lynk
& Co. In this search, the concept of the value proposition will be playing a key role. The value
proposition is at its core the bundling of the product and services an organization offers to
their customer (Osterwalder et al. 2014). This concept serves as the foundation for the tool,
the value proposition canvas, which in this thesis will act as one of the two premier models.
The value proposition canvas will subsequently be applied in order to pinpoint Lynk & Co’s
value proposition, which then will be aligned, based on whether they are found to use a
customer-centric or product-centric approach, with the HRI-analysis through the second key
model in this thesis, the Kano model2 (both models is explained in detail in the next chapter).

1.2 Research Objective

As the background highlights, this thesis relies on two core research areas which are the
fundamental cornerstones it builds from. The first cornerstone is the organizational literature
concerning the transformation of manufacturing organizations. Here it is argued that
manufacturing firms need to move towards a customer-centric approach more dependent on
services, expressed through their value proposition in order to stay competitive in the future
(Vargo & Lusch, 2004; Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay,
2009). Even though this field is fairly well-covered in terms of research-papers, Vargo & Lusch
(2011) point out that most of the research conducted after their initial article in 2004 regarding
the customer-centric, service-dominant logic has shifted away from the managerial level and
towards a broader and more conceptual level, thereby creating a void of more practical
applications of the approach (ibid.). O'Shaughnessy & O'Shaughnessy (2009) point out that
this is a major weakness of the concept, stating that the concept loses a lot of its explanatory
power when it mainly is basing its arguments on a conceptual level with very little empirical
material validating its reasoning. Therefore, there is a need for further research of
manufacturing organizations to provide empirical material investigating if the customercentric, service-dominant logic really is represented in the “real world”. This ties into the first
of the two objectives of this thesis, the academic objective. From an academic standpoint,
this study will focus on providing more empirically-based research to complement the
aforementioned theory-heavy field of the customer-centric approach of manufacturing firms.
1

2

A more detailed presentation is given in the background case study
Both models are explained in detail in the theoretical framework
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This will be done by investigating how an HRI-based technology is developed, utilized and
aligned with the value proposition of a modern manufacturing organization, which leads to
the second objective of this study being the corporate objective. This objective is more
specifically with Lynk & Co in mind and its focus is to come up with recommendations of how
an organization in their position should prioritize when designing and creating their IPA to
align with their value proposition.
To answer our main question, we have created two sub-questions which will provide the
foundation for which the main question will be answered. The objective of the first subquestion is to understand and map out if Lynk & Co uses a customer-centric approach or a
product-centric approach. This needs to be done in order to have sufficient material to align
Lynk & Co’s value proposition with the findings from sub-question number two. As stated
above, this will be accomplished by collecting empirical material through interviews with Lynk
& Co-managers which then will be analyzed through the lens of the theoretical framework
regarding the customer-centric transformation, value proposition, and the value proposition
canvas.
The second sub-question has the objective to identify how an IPA best is constructed in regard
to creating user acceptance from an HRI-perspective. This will be achieved by another round
of interviews, and this time collected from experts within the field of HRI. The empirical
findings will thereafter be compared with the theoretical framework, consisting of the revised
model of the theory of planned behavior, which is a theory developed to specifically
understand user acceptance of social robots.
Thus, the foundation of this study is just as the objective, two-folded in the beginning to finally
be merged into one by the end. Built from these two sub-questions the main question can be
answered regarding how an IPA should be designed in order to align with the value
proposition of a manufacturer. This will be done in a final stage by analyzing the primary
material provided from Lynk & Co-managers mapped out in the customer value proposition
canvas in conjunction with the analysis provided from sub-question one and two. By first
determining if Lynk & Co uses a customer-centric or product-centric approach in sub-question
one, it will be possible to use this to align the analysis regarding how to design an IPA from
an HRI-perspective with the value proposition canvas of Lynk & Co.
This final stage of the analysis will be conducted with the help of a multi-dimensional customer
satisfaction-model called the Kano model. The Kano Model identifies the relationship
between required functions and customer satisfaction and sorts out how to prioritize the
different factors of the IPA to achieve the highest possible user acceptance. This model and
the lens it provides will act as the bridging element for the two objectives and help us
investigate how Lynk & Co should design their Intelligent Personal Assistant in an alignment
with their value proposition. The stages of the thesis are visible in the figure on the next page.
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Figure 1. 1 Research Objective Map

1.3 Research Question

As explained above, based on the objectives of the research, the following main question and
two sub-questions have been formulated.

•

How should Lynk & Co prioritize when designing their Intelligent
Personal Assistant in order to align it with their value proposition?
o

Does the theory of the customer-centric approach align with the practical
reality of a manufacturing organization like Lynk & Co?

o

How should an Intelligent Personal Assistant be designed from a HumanRobot Interaction perspective in order to enhance the user acceptance?
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1.4 Case study and technology background

In this section, we aim to prepare the reader for the theoretical framework and will therefore
present our case study company Lynk & Co as well as the technology of the Intelligent
Personal Assistant.

1.4.1 Lynk & Co
Lynk & Co is a newly founded organization who is the subsidiary of the large Chinese car
manufacturer Geely Auto Group. They were founded in 2015 and has today reached 469
employees, where respectively 360 is located in China and 109 in Sweden. Moreover, the
company has its global headquarter in Sweden while the R&D center is based in Ningbo,
China. However, the production will be performed at Volvo’s plant in Ghent, Belgium and
while the first model called Lynk & Co 01 already has been launched in China in a very small
capacity, it is not scheduled to be fully-launched in EU before 2020. Lynk & Co’s vision is to
create a hassle-free experience for the customer where mobility should be easy, and the car
should be viewed as a smartphone on wheels that always is connected. Thus, with the
explosion of Intelligent Personal Assistants in our homes and Lynk & Co’s dedication to
change how we move and use the car, the firm has acknowledged the opportunity to use this
technology in the car to enhance the customer value offered.

1.4.2 Intelligent Personal Assistant

The Intelligent Personal Assistant (hereafter referred to solely as IPA) is built upon the
technology of artificial intelligence and has started to play a more prominent role in our lives
(Saad et al., 2017; Goksel-Canbek & Mutlu, 2016; Dale, 2015). An IPA can be described as a
software agent that with the help of online sources from internet and speech recognition
technology can support and assist the user with daily activities (ibid.). It can furthermore be
looked upon as a personal service that helps with supporting the user by answering questions,
interact and socialize, give recommendations as well as perform other sought-after functions
for the user who previously was conducted by human assistants (Dizon, 2017). Moreover, the
IPA is often viewed as a radical innovation that is not yet widespread (Yuksel, Collisson &
Czerwinski, 2017; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2017; Santos et al., 2015; Goksel-Canbek & Mutlu,
2016). It thus becomes decisive to understand how to enhance the user acceptance when
designing the service in order for it to be adopted, which can be known better by studying
the human-robot interaction field.

1.5 Limitations

As foretold above, the primary objective of this thesis is entirely focused on the verballyrelated areas of the HRI research-spectrum. This is because an IPA often is software-based
and even though it is embodied in some fashion, the same IPA is often interchangeable
between several different physical outputs. This does, however, mean that this thesis will not
go into any of the more physically-related aspects of the HRI research-field.
Another limitation of this thesis is that the empirical material used for the value proposition
canvas will be entirely dependent on the answers from the Lynk & Co managers. One might
have suggested that it should be complemented with a survey of Lynk & Co’s customers and
even though that sound like a valid objection there are two factors in particular which restrict
6

this thesis from doing that. The first factor is time-limit, to conduct a quantitative survey on
the side of the rest of this thesis would take an amount of time and effort which would push
this thesis outside the scope of what is possible considering the limited amount of time. The
second factor is the fact that Lynk & Co is still developing their first car, which means that they
do not have any customers yet. So, to even contact potential customers would require us, the
researchers, to make a number of choices in regard to who their customers will be, which
would inflict our personal bias in an unwelcome fashion. An opponent of this argument could
state that Lynk & Co themselves could help to pinpoint who their potential customer is and
that we then could run a survey based on that information. But then again, that is not very
different from the route we already are taking, namely, letting it be up to strategically
important Lynk & Co employees to set the value proposition and then make sure that they
have validated against their potential customers.
One last limitation that should be brought up here is connected to Lynk & Co as a
manufacturer. As will be discussed in greater detail below, Lynk & Co is fairly young
organization, and is therefore not as representative for traditional manufacturingorganizations as older and more established manufacturers. This limits the generalizability of
the findings towards more traditional manufacturers in some fashion, however, as will be
brought up in the methodology-chapter, the purpose of this thesis is not to produce direct
generalizability as seldom is the case with qualitative studies. This is why while this limitation
certainly needs to be kept in mind, it should not create any substantial issues for the study.

1.6 Disposition

This thesis will build from the introduction above and proceed with setting the theoretical
framework which will constitute the foundation for the rest of the thesis. The theoretical
framework is divided into two parts where the first part will cover the customer-centric
transformation and value-proposition literature which is connected to the first sub-question.
The second part of the theoretical framework treats HRI as well as introducing the Kano-model
which is connected to sub-question number two. After that, the thesis will continue by
outlining the methodology which is applied throughout the rest of the study in order to
answer the research questions. The empirical findings are then presented, followed by an
analysis of the findings through the lens of the theoretical framework. The thesis ends with
the conclusions drawn as well as recommendations for future research. Figure 1.2 on the next
page summarizes this outline and shows the most relevant content of each chapter.
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Figure 1. 2 Disposition of the study
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2. Theoretical Framework

This chapter introduces the theoretical framework, and it is divided into two sections.
Accordingly, this breakdown will be recurring in both the empirical findings and analysis
chapters too. In the first part, the customer-centric approach will be detailed as well as the
value proposition and the value proposition canvas. After that, in the second part, the focus
will turn towards Human-Robot Interaction and user acceptance where the revised theory of
planned behavior and the Kano model is presented.

Figure 2. 1 Outline of the Theoretical Framework

2.1 The customer-centric transformation of the manufacturing industry

As stated in the introduction, times are changing, and the focus of many manufacturing firms
need to change with it. In order to stay competitive, especially with a more demanding
customer-base than ever, manufacturing organizations need to shift their focus from the
physical aspects toward the intangibles, such as knowledge, customer-relations, and
information (Vargo & Lusch, 2011). This is one of the biggest reasons for organizations to
transition from a product-centric toward a customer-centric approach.
By replacing the product with the customer in the center of their reasoning, organizations are
making sure that they are equipped to leverage the competitive advantage which knowledge,
services, and information enable (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Another reason for why it today is
more important than ever to place the customer in the center is that as humans have become
more specialized as a species. This has increased their demands for the products they use
and needs which also to a growing degree has started to include intangible dimensions such
as personal satisfaction, self-fulfillment, and self-esteem (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). By adopting
a customer-centric approach in lieu of a product-centric approach, organizations will find it
9

easier to build from this notion, since the logic of customer-centric organization derives from
the customer and their intangible needs (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). This reasoning is echoed by
a plethora of researchers who point out the significant strategic advantages customer-centric
organizations enjoy thanks to their increased ability to create a more encapsulating offering
for their customer, including both products, services and the knowledge which is found in
between (Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009; Gebauer and Fleisch, 2007; Mathieu,
2001). One recurring theme which can be identified in much of the customer-centric literature
is concerning the importance of going to the core of an organization’s business model and
adapting the value proposition with their customers in mind (Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini &
Kay, 2009; Lee, Yoo & Kim, 2016; Rabetino, Kohtamäki & Gebauer, 2017; Brax & Visintin,
2017). It is not necessarily about whether the product is sold or leased to the customer as
might sometimes be suggested, no, it is about what value the organization can offer the
customer with the addition of services (Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009;
Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988).
As introduced in the background, the two researchers Stephen L. Vargo and Robert F. Lusch
have since their first article in 2004 written a myriad of articles highlighting a shift in the global
underlying business logic they have identified (Vargo & Lusch 2004; 2011a; 2015). In their
research, they argue that manufacturing organizations need to adopt a service-dominant logic
which is customer-centric, and market-driven, instead of the product-centric approach which
has dominated since the industrial revolution (ibid.) Even though the logic is customer-centric,
it is still acknowledged that organizations need to base their offering on their corecompetencies and then tailor it around their customer (Chandler and Lusch, 2015; Vargo &
Lusch, 2004; 2011a; 2015). It is further argued that it is through the process of identifying
these core-competencies and matching them with their customers where organizations create
their sustainable competitive advantage (Bettencourt, Lusch, and Vargo, 2014; Vargo & Lusch,
2004; 2015). However, as Vargo and Lusch (2004) also highlights, this might be much harder
for incumbent manufacturing firms to do since it usually takes some time and quite a lot of
organizational knowledge to be able to pinpoint which the core competencies of an
organization genuinely are.
The service-dominant logic is often accompanied by a change in how organizations deliver
their product, moving towards a model with the firm retaining the ownership of the tangible
good and charging a user fee instead of selling a physical good (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). The
key then becomes to analyze the total process of the consumer consumption in order to
identify strategic benefits in the interaction between the consumer, the tangible and the
intangible products (Chandler and Lusch, 2015; Kowalkowski, 2011; Vargo & Lusch, 2004;
2015). This should be interpreted as bundling and consolidation of the various surrounding
parts of a total offering (Kowalkowski, 2011). It is further noted that in today’s businesses,
firms can only achieve long-term viability if they learn, develop and evolve simultaneously as
they deliver value in the daily operations (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). This is argued to have a much
higher probability of success if the firm transitions from the older product-centric view towards
the consumer-centric view (ibid.).
In the end, the transition from a product-centric towards a customer-centric approach should
be viewed upon as the innovation of an organization’s capabilities and processes (Baines,
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Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009). It is argued to be the best remedy towards the ever more
complex customer needs and demands as well as the increased competition manufacturing
organizations all over the world is facing (ibid.). This is also the reason why entire industries
like the aerospace, locomotives and automotive industry are more and more being
characterized by this transition (Slack, 2005), as well as specific behemoths like IBM, GE,
Siemens and HP (Sawhney, Balasubramanian, & Krishnan 2004). Now that the theory of the
customer-centric approach has been outlined, it is time to go one step further and look at the
value proposition which is an excellent conceptualization of how the concepts can be
operationalized in organizations in a more hands-on fashion.

2.2 Value proposition

“The value proposition is the reason why customers turn to one
company over another. It solves a customer problem or satisfies a
customer need”
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, p.22, 2010)

The quote above is from the book "Business Model Generation" written by Alexander
Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur in 2010. In the book, the authors created what would become
an immensely popular tool for business model innovation, used by scholars and practitioners
alike all over the world (Joyce & Paquin, 2015). This tool is called the business model canvas,
and it consists of nine building blocks which when put together creates a comprehensive
business model (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). One of these nine building-blocks is the valueproposition, where, simply put, an organization needs to map out what value their customers
receive from their product offering (ibid.). A slightly more tangible way of looking at the value
proposition is offered by Anderson, Narus and Rossum (2006) who view the value proposition
as a tool. They argue that when the value proposition is harnessed correctly, it can improve
the results immensely for any organization by increasing the organizational focus and
enhancing the understanding of the customer (Anderson, Narus & Rossum, 2006). This will, in
turn, help the organization and its managers in making smarter strategic choices, resources
will be allocated more efficiently, and products will often get a more rigid evaluation (ibid). A
value proposition needs to communicate the essence of the organization’s business by stating
how it will impact their customers’ lives through the product and services they offer (Barnes,
Blake & Pinder, 2009). What is interesting to note here is the importance which several authors
place upon the customer-experience (Barnes, Blake & Pinder, 2009; Lindic & Marques da
Silva, 2011; Anderson, Narus & Rossum, 2006). All of these authors are in agreement that it is
primarily by looking back at the customer and trying to identify how to provide them with the
best benefits in terms of a customer-experience that organizations build a robust and
sustainable value proposition, which will lead to long-term profitability (ibid.).
However, as striking the concept of the value proposition as a tool might be in theory,
research has had a rather hard time finding examples of organizations who have succeeded
in using this concept in practice (Anderson, Narus & Rossum, 2006; Lindic & Marques da Silva,
2011). A believed cause for this issue to operationalize the value proposition is that
organizations historically have had problems with creating and communicating a value
proposition which resonates with their customers (Lindic & Marques da Silva, 2011). A
common mistake which at least partly will explain this recurring failure is that organizations
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are too focused on what products and services they offer their customer, and not what their
customer’s value (ibid). This might sound like splitting hairs, but what this often leads to is that
organizations use a too product-centric view in favor of a customer-centric view, as discussed
in great detail above. This then leaves the organizations vulnerable to the risk of offering a
number of benefits which their customer does not value while missing out to showcase how
their product actually would provide value to the customer (Carter & Ejara, 2007).
This quantity over quality approach lines up perfectly with what Anderson, Narus and Rossum
(2006) call the "all benefits-approach", where an organization lists all the potential benefits
they can come up with regarding their products and services when trying to communicate
their value proposition. The issue here becomes that they miss out on an opportunity to
differentiate themselves from their competitors by showcasing their understanding of their
customer’s true needs (ibid.). If organizations instead only highlight a couple of well-thoughtout benefits that their product and services provide their customer, they indicate that they
understand their customer and her needs on a fundamental level. Thereto, the company also
differentiate themselves from their competitors and makes it less likely that they only will
compete on price (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002). This ties into the “gold standard”
(Anderson, Narus & Rossum, p.94, 2006) of value propositions, which is called “resonating
focus”. This is a somewhat scaled down value proposition which only focuses on the few, most
significant benefits that the customer gets from the given proposition, often in comparison to
their competitors (ibid.).
Another critical ingredient for the value proposition to work is that it is credible (Carter &
Ejara, 2007). If the firm is promising too much with its value proposition, the proposition is
very likely to be damaging to the product, lowering the credibility of not only the specific
product but the entire organization. In its essence, a value proposition is not about an
organization’s features or a product’s characteristics but about the customer’s experience
regarding their needs and wants (ibid.). One obstacle which many organizations have
experienced when dealing with the value proposition is that even though the concept of the
value proposition intuitively makes a lot of sense for organizations, they have a hard time
using it on a practical level (Barnes, Blake & Pinder, 2009). What is interesting with this is that
this issue is very similar to the kind of the problems that organizations had with the overlying
concept of value proposition, namely the business model, before the business model canvas
was created (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; Joyce & Paquin, 2015). This leads us to the premier
tool which today assists organizations worldwide in applying the concept of the value
proposition (ibid.), the value proposition canvas, which will be explained hereafter.

2.3 Value proposition canvas

The primary tool which will be used in this study to categorize and subsequently analyze the
empirical material from the Lynk & Co respondents is called the value proposition canvas.
This is a tool which was constructed by the aforementioned creators of the business model
canvas, Alexander Osterwalder, and Yves Pigneur, together with two fellow researchers, Greg
Bernarda and Alan Smith in 2014 (Osterwalder et al. 2014). They created it as an add-on to
the business model canvas due to the issue discussed earlier where they had identified a
significant organizational demand for a tool to help with the often rather laborious task of
designing and pinpointing how an organization’s value proposition should be constructed
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from a customer-centric perspective (Osterwalder et al. 2014). The tool is based upon two
elements of the business model, the customer segment, meaning who the organization
intends to create value for, and the value proposition which should describe how the
organization will attract the customer segment (ibid.). By highlighting these two elements and
making sure that they fit together, organizations will establish a good foundation to stand on
in regard to their overall value proposition (Pokorná et al. 2015; Osterwalder et al. 2014).
As shown in figure 2.2 and figure 2.3 both the value proposition map as well as the customer
segment profile consists of three subcategories which will be explained briefly below. What
is essential when using the value proposition canvas is that the resonation focus-approach
described above is applied (Pokorná, et al. 2015; Osterwalder et al. 2014; Anderson, Narus &
Rossum, 2006). What this means practically is that under each of the six subcategories the
goal should never be to try to list every possible component, but instead to only list the
components which are the most important, quality over quantity (ibid.).

2.3.1 Customer profile segment
The customer profile segment is where an organization maps out who their target customer
is. By identifying both what their customers’ truly needs help with as well as recognizing what
benefits their customers seek or what inconveniences they want to eliminate, organizations
will get a clearer picture of who their customer is. In the value proposition canvas, this is done
by dividing the characteristics of their customers into the three categories shown in figure 2.2
and explained below.
•

•

Customer jobs
The customer jobs should describe the fundamental act the customer wants to
complete in their life by using the organization’s products or services. A customer job
can range from a problem the customer wants to solve, to a need they want to satisfy
or a task they want to complete. It is often possible to divide the jobs into three
categories:
o

Functional jobs: These are the types of jobs where a customer tries to complete
a specific task, such as shop groceries, transport yourself from point A to point
B, mow the lawn, etc.

o

Social jobs: These jobs are connected to the social perception of the customer
and often describe how the customer wants to be perceived by others
concerning power or status.

o

Personal/emotional jobs: When the customer is looking for an emotional
feeling the job is categorized under this category. It could be an everything
from feeling happy to secure.
(Osterwalder et al., p. 12-13, 2014)

Gains
This part of the customer profile segment is where the outcomes and benefits wanted
by the customer should be listed. These should be linked to the customer jobs and
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should include relevant gains in regard to positive emotions, social gains, functional
utility and cost savings.
(Osterwalder, et al., p. 16-17, 2014)
•

Pains
The pains are just like the gains linked to the jobs and are either functional, emotional
or convenience-based. A pain either annoys the customer before, during or after trying
to get a job done, and it can even go as far as preventing a job from being properly
completed.
(Osterwalder, et al., p.14-15, 2014)

Figure 2. 2 Customer profile segment

2.3.2 Value proposition map
The value proposition map is a concrete way of breaking down the value proposition of an
organization by dividing the features of the proposition into three categories:
•

Products and services
This part of the value proposition map is merely a list of the products and services
the organization offers to their customer. These products are often composed of
various types, such as; tangible, intangible, digital and financial products.
Furthermore, these are the products which help the customers to complete their
jobs and create value when combined with a specific pain or gain.
(Osterwalder et al., p. 29, 2014)
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•

Gain creators
The gain creators are the explanations of how the organization’s products and
services produce the benefits which create a gain for the customer, such as cost
savings, social gains, positive emotions etc.
(Osterwalder et al., p. 33 2014)

•

Pain relievers
The pain relievers should describe how the products and services work toward
reducing or even eliminating some of the pains which are listed in the customer
profile segment.
(Osterwalder et al., p. 31 2014)

Figure 2. 3 Value proposition map

2.4 Human-Robot Interaction

As briefly explained in the introduction chapter, Human-Robot Interaction (hereafter HRI) is a
multidisciplinary field containing several sub-fields; A.I, Human-Computer Interaction,
Communication systems, IPA, etc. According to Sheridan (2016) Human-Robot Social
Interaction is an integral part of HRI where the primary focus is on software development for
computer-based speech, speech recognition, feedback, social conversations as well as
decision-making. This is also emphasized by Dautenhahn (2006) who points out that within
the research field of HRI, Intelligent personal assistants are categorized as companions and
sociable robots due to that it can communicate autonomously with the user. Within this
context, Dautenhahn (2006) defines a robot assistant as follows:
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“A robot companion is a robot that makes itself useful, i.e. is able to
carry out a variety of tasks in order to assist humans, e.g., in a
domestic home environment and behaves socially, i.e., possesses
social skills in order to be able to interact with people in a socially
acceptable manner.”
(Dautenhahn, p. 683, 2006)

2.4.1 User acceptance towards Human-Robot Interaction
HRI will in this study specifically address the field of robots in a service/assistant role where
the robot verbally interacts with other actors, therefore making social interaction capabilities
an integral ingredient in their potential usefulness (Dautenhahn, 2006). As new technologies
of better and better quality now rapidly emerge into our daily lives, it has become increasingly
important and challenging for these robots to achieve user acceptance (Kim, Kwak & Kim,
2013). This is also stressed by de Graaf, Allouch & Dijk (2017) who explains that it is not merely
enough anymore for robots and similar inventions to simply exist in our daily lives in order to
increase the willingness for people to use and interact with it, the novelty has worn off.
Therefore, in order to understand what factors that influence users' volitional behavior and
their willingness to adopt new robotic-inventions such as IPAs, a theoretical model explaining
technology approval and user acceptance behavior is often adopted (de Graaf et al., 2017;
Venkatesh & Brown, 2001; Taylor & Todd, 1995). The originating idea of the model is derived
from the Theory of Planned Behavior (hereafter TPB), created by Ajzen (1991). This model has
since then been successfully applied to understand user acceptance of new technology in a
number of different industries and sectors (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis, 2003). TPB was
after that extended by Taylor and Todd (1995) by incorporating perceived usefulness from
the Technology Acceptance Model (hereafter TAM) into the TPB model with the arguing that
this created a more complete and holistic model than any models created before (ibid.).
Nonetheless, TPB is not immune to critics and has been criticized for not including emotions
in the model which according to Bagozzi et al. (2001) is very much an influential component
of human's behavior. A statement that has earlier been established by other practitioners
arguing that emotions and affective evaluations are very intertwined in the determination of
human behavioral reactions (Izard, 1977). Research has proved this critique to be sound since
human’s emotions often are intertwined with their intentions, and that humans react
emotionally when interacting with robots (Rosenthal–von der Pütten et al., 2013). Another
criticism that several opponents have been put forward against the TPB theory is that it is too
narrow and within social normative beliefs solely focuses on subjective norms (Rivis & Sheeran,
2013; Sheeran & Orbell, 1999). To incorporate these criticisms, de Graaf et al. (2017) created
an extended model which includes hedonic factors. They furthermore decided to split the
social normative belief component into two subcategories, resulting in one social and one
individual part to tap into a more holistic picture and a more in-depth understanding of human
behavior (ibid.). Consequently, de Graaf et al., (2017) decided to deepen the TPB model
further and accordingly incorporate relevant factors which they deemed to be missing. This
revised TPB-model has therefore been particularly created to understand user acceptance of
social robots and is the model which will be used in this thesis.
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2.4.2 The revised theory of planned behavior
The revised TPB model is as stated above a renowned theoretical framework which
emphasizes psychological aspects of individual users and is particularly useful to explain use
intentions within technological acceptance (Azjen, 1991; Taylor & Todd, 1995; Venkatesh et
al., 2003). Intentions have shown to be a great predictor of human behavior, and previous
research has found that three variables account for most of the variation; Attitudinal beliefs,
Social normative beliefs and Control beliefs (de Graaf & Allouch, 2013). Thus, with the aid of
the revised theoretical framework from de Graaf et al. (2017), it can be understood what
factors that influence the user acceptance of IPA’s.

Figure 2. 4 Revised TPB-model for this study
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2.4.2.1 Attitudinal beliefs
Attitudinal beliefs represent the user's favorable or unfavorable anticipated belief about
interacting with a robot and includes both hedonic and utilitarian attitudes. The former are
attitudes connected to the user experience while the latter refers to the useful and practical
aspects of the product (Graaf & Allouch, 2013; de Graaf et al., 2017).

Figure 2. 5 Attitudinal beliefs

2.4.2.1.1 Hedonic Factors
According to Anastasiou, Jokinen and Wilcock (2013), the user experience is evaluated based
on how easy the IPA is to use, the quality of the service and its overall technological solution.
Well-known hedonic factors which have also shown to be vital when interacting with social
robots are enjoyment, companionship, sociability, and anthropomorphism3 (Heerink et al.,
2010; Shin & Choo 2011; Dautenhahn, 2007; de Graaf et al., 2017). Accordingly, de Graaf et
al. (2015) contend that hedonic social interactions are the most important aspect when
considering using social robots. It is therefore essential that the system is viewed as intuitive
and easy to communicate with to enhance the user experience (Anastasiou et al., 2013; Park
& Kwon, 2016). Furthermore, previous research has shown that the user's past experience
influences the user’s attitude in regard to considering using the service again (de Graaf et al.,
2017). This aligns with what Yuksel et al. (2017) describe regarding the importance of the first
impression considering operating an IPA more than once.
On the other hand, findings by Louie et al. (2014) suggests that previous experience is not
immensely important when considering user acceptance of robot assistants. The reason for
this was because robots with human-like communication abilities were found to spur the
adoption. However, for this to hold one prerequisite must be that the robot is designed, so it
is perceived as easy to use (ibid.). Furthermore, the user’s trust is also enhanced if the IPA
explains its decisions such as why you should take the specific route (Yuksel et al., 2017). It is
also pointed out that an important factor when working with improving the user experience
is that the purpose of the invention is evident (De Graaf et al., 2017). One way to do this is by
making the applicability of the invention focused on specific areas which it will excel at, rather
than being able to do a lot of things moderately well (ibid.). What has to be understood about
humans is that we are much less tolerant to technical errors compared to human errors
(Dietvorst, Simmons & Massey, 2014). Technical errors are seen as disastrous within the
3

Anthropomorphism is the attribution of human traits, emotions, or intentions to non-human entities
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context of user experience, and the user would the next time rather pick an inferior human
assistant due to lost confidence (Yuksel et al., 2017). It all boils down to that the system must
be perceived as reliable and trustworthy since even though the system becomes better over
time if the trust has already been lost due to the many previous technical errors, it is very
tough to win it back (ibid.).
2.4.2.1.2 Utilitarian Factors
In regard to utilitarian attitudes, usefulness, adaptability, and ease of use are arguably the
most important factors to take into consideration for robots to be accepted (Shin & Shoo,
2011; Heerink, Kröse, Evers & Wielinga, 2010; Park & Kwon, 2016). It has even been stated
by Fink, Kaplan, Bauwens and Dillenbourg (2013) that if the robot is not perceived as useful
during the first months, it will stop being used. Even more radical is the findings of de Graaf
et al. (2017) which stresses that the user will not even consider using the robot if it is not
perceived useful. However, findings by de Graaf et al. (2015; 2017) has also underlined that
ease of use and adaptability tend to have lost its perceived value since they today are thought
about as a prerequisite even to consider social robots in the first place. Lately, another
influential factor has emerged due to technological developments which is the perceived
intelligence of the robot (Cuijpers, Bruna, Ham & Torta, 2011). Accordingly, if the robot
appears more intelligent it is recognized as more genuine, realistic and likable (de Graaf &
Allouch, 2013). The attitudinal beliefs are not solely determined by utilitarian and hedonic
beliefs, but they are also influenced by the user’s background and surrounding which is
categorized as social normative beliefs.
2.4.2.2 Social normative beliefs
Social normative beliefs are interlinked with the previous category mainly due to the
importance which the social environment plays in forming a person's feelings and viewpoints.
These are the same feelings and perspectives that subsequently play a crucial role in affecting
a person's attitude towards using a specific technology (Shin & Shoo, 2011, Heerink et al.,
2010). An example is how the social environment influences the way we think about using an
invention. Consequently, if it is socially acceptable, people will be much more comfortable
using it in public, which then also will improve the social image of the people using it (de
Graaf & Allouch, 2013).
Research has shown that it is of vital importance that the robot has well-developed social and
interactive skills for it to work within areas where collaboration and interaction with humans
are required (Dautenhahn, 2007; Kurosu, 2014). Anastasiou et al., (2013), Louie, McColl and
Nejat (2014) and de Graaf et al. (2017) all build on this notion by stating that the ability to
handle the natural nuances of the language it is speaking is a vital component for the robot
to be accepted. Built from this it has also been found that to be genuinely accepted by
humans, robots should refrain from being too monotone and be careful not to repeat the
same phrases every day in a repetitive manner (ibid.).
It is more likely that users will interact with robots more frequently and feel a higher degree
of enjoyment if the robot can offer a higher level of engagement by developing
conversational topics and complete tasks for the user (Louie et al., 2014; de Graaf et al., 2015).
It is expressed by Bickmore and Pickard (2005) that a social-emotional and relationship
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building IPA is more trusted and liked as well as more frequently used compared to one that
is only task-oriented. It was also found that familiar speech-like style is preferred when
interacting with a robot even when the task is rather simple (Kim, Kwak & Kim, 2013;
Dautenhahn, 2007; Louie et al., 2014). This was further investigated by Kim, Kwak & Kim
(2013) as well as Jonsson & Dahlbäck (2014) who both found that people are more willing to
communicate with robots that call the user by their name as well as apply a familiar speech
style. Findings have additionally shown that user acceptance increase if the robot has a
matching gender and similar personality traits as the user (Tay, Jung & Park, 2014; Jonsson &
Dahlbäck, 2014). This aligns with what Yuksel et al. (2017) describe regarding that humans
prefer to interact with robots that are more similar to themselves and especially systems that
become more like them over time. Research has also shown that humans are receptive for
flattery from computers, which in turn makes the human more willing to interact with these.
However, it has also been found that too much flattery makes the human suspicious about its
intentions and in turn, decreased the user acceptance (ibid.). Concerning individual norms,
societal impact, privacy, and trust have shown to be influential factors when evaluating a social
robot (de Graaf et al., 2017).
In addition, research by de Graaf et al. (2017) found that the Dutch population did not
appreciate robot's social behavior and that participants did not want them as the more
complex and customizable social robots but instead as simple servants performing tasks. The
reason for this negative view towards sociable robots was primarily due to a fear among the
participants regarding a lack of competence when interacting with a robot as well as privacy
issues. Thereto, an influential factor was the predetermined perception that it is socially
undesirable to engage with robots as social actors (ibid). This is also emphasized by Arras and
Cerqui (2005) who question if people truly want to share their social and emotional feelings
with a robot and underline that the robot’s usefulness should never be down-prioritized in
comparison to interactive skills. Both attitudinal and social normative beliefs are influenced
by the factors of; user experience, competence, and knowledge, (de Graaf et al., 2017) which
also makes them interconnected to the last component, control beliefs.
2.4.2.3 Control beliefs
Finally, control beliefs emphasize the user's confidence around tangible factors such as how
easy it is to control it, what perceived control the users feel they have over the robots, and
what anxiety they get from encounters with the robot (de Graaf et al., 2017). The control
beliefs both relate to internal factors, i.e., skills and knowledge as well as external factors, i.e.,
available resources and favorable conditions which could enhance the performance. These
beliefs are further influenced by social norms, referred to as the social networks opinions
affecting the user’s perception (Azjen, 1991; De Graaf et al., 2017).
Previous experiences of either using robots or just technology, in general, have shown to be
an essential factor that affects the degree of user acceptance, especially for users of a new
type of robot (Fong et al., 2003). This is further stressed by Ahlgren & Verner (2009) who argue
that previous successful experiences within the field of HRI increase the confidence of the
user, which in turn lowers the anxiety and thus enhance the user acceptance. As discussed
above, previous experience is also crucial in shaping the beliefs in the two other categories
within the TPB model, especially in attitudinal beliefs due to that it can affect both the hedonic
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and utilitarian factors (de Graaf & Allouch, 2013). Furthermore, confidence and userindependence are according to Serenko (2008) especially important within HRI systems due
to that these systems are not widespread yet and thus require personal innovativeness,
meaning that some people are more willing to try new technologies. Self-efficacy, which is
the user’s self-belief in understanding and managing the technology efficiently on their own,
is also emphasized as a core factor in control beliefs (LaRose & Eastin, 1994). It can be
enhanced through experience and previous interactions and is primarily important for
beginners with a technology that has not yet been diffused (ibid).
One of the most significant barriers for users to adopt social robots was their concern about
privacy issues (de Graaf et al., 2017). According to de Graaf et al. (2015) users have
furthermore emphasized that they would like to have the possibility to control the data
gathered by the robot. It was particularly desired to be able to delete parts or all the data.
With the help of the TPB model it can now be interpreted the many factors that influence the
user acceptance of social robots (table 2.1):

Table 2. 1 Theoretical framework, TPB model
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The revised theory of planned behavior above assists this study to understand the user
acceptance of IPA’s better, however, it does not offer advice on how to prioritize the
developments. And, due to the vast amount of features that an IPA can hold, a company has
to assess what features to prioritize and how each feature can contribute to customer value.
This can be appraised by analyzing the relation between features and customer satisfaction
with the aid of Kano’s model explained below.

2.5 The Kano-Model

A satisfied customer is one, if not the, strongest signal for a future successful company since
a satisfied customer is a loyal customer, which in turn allows the company to generate stable
cash flow (Matzler, Hinterhuber, Bailom & Sauerwein, 1996). Departing from Kano’s model of
customer satisfaction it can be understood what features an Intelligent Personal Assistant
should hold to create the most value for the customer. The model was initially developed by
Noriaki Kano (1984) to understand the relationship between customer satisfaction and
requirements. The model has thereafter been extended and applied in other areas such as
product development, business planning, and innovation management as well as
understanding the alignment between product and requirements (Madzík, 2016).
According to Kano (1984), customer satisfaction and its relationship to product functionality
is a nonlinear function (Madzík, 2016). What this means is that different customer groups have
different needs that have to be satisfied. To explain this relationship, he classifies customer
requirements into three different groups; Must-be, One-dimensional and Attractive
requirements, with the aim to assess what features that creates what level of satisfaction for
the customer group in mind (ibid.). It also helps to interpret what features that already is
incorporated in the customer’s expectations and thus prevent immediate dissatisfaction
(Kano, 1984; Matzler et al., 1996; Tontini, 2007). The model can, therefore, be applied to
assess the relationship between product performance and customer satisfaction (Tontini,
2007). It is stated by Matzler et al., (1996) that a firm should fulfill must-be requirements, be
competitive within the one-dimensional and create long sustaining competitive advantages
through the attractive ones as can be seen below in figure 2.6 below.
•

Must-be requirements are essential functions and features that the service is expected
to have by the customer. Without these threshold expectations being present, the
customer will according to Matzler et al. (1996) be extremely displeased which also is
acknowledged in the figure above. Even though all these requirements are fulfilled,
they are still not bringing any satisfaction to the customer due to that these basic
features are expected and already taken for granted (ibid.). Airbags in luxury cars is an
excellent illustration of a basic feature, which is vital for a potential buyer before she
even considers purchasing the car, but it provides no satisfaction due to that it is a
prerequisite (Tontini, 2007). Hence, these features are critical for the service to have
to even be considered as a competitive offering (Matzler et al., 1996; Madzík, 2016).

•

One-dimensional requirements are specifically articulated demands from the
customer that make the customer satisfaction increase proportionally with how many
of these that is realized by the service (see figure 2.6) (Matzler et al., 1996). Hence, it
can be seen as a linear line where higher performance also results in higher satisfaction
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and vice-versa (Tintino, 2007; Madzík, 2016). Once again it is exemplified by Tintino
(2007) where he this time uses fuel consumption by a car. He explains that the lower
fuel consumption a car has, other things equal, the more satisfied the customer will be
(ibid). The service offerings here are weighted against each other, and its attributes
are compared (Matzler et al., 1996). The one-dimensional requirements can be
described as the competitive layer where features are defined to keep the service on
a matching level with competitors (Rotar & Kozar, 2017).

•

The last category is attractive requirements, also referred to as excitement
requirements, which are expectations and demands that customers do not know they
have but very much appreciate when fulfilled (Matzler et al., 1996). These excitement
requirements can create win-win situations for companies when considering customer
satisfaction (Tintino, 2007). This is due to that if they are sufficient they can create the
highest level of satisfaction, also described as the “wow” effect (Rotar & Kozar, 2017),
and a service should at least have one or two of these to distinguish itself (ibid.). On
the other hand, if they are shown to be insufficient, there is no feeling of dissatisfaction
due to that the customer did not expect nor demand it. An example given by Tintino
(2007) would be a surprise gift after dinner which would create superior satisfaction if
given but no dissatisfaction if not provided. An advocate for these requirements was
Steve Jobs, who argued that customer surveys are only time-consuming and of little
contribution, due to that the customer does not know what truly will amaze them
(Madzík, 2016).

Figure 2. 6 The Kano-Model
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With the help of this model, it can be understood what features are the most important and
what functions they fill in order to create a high-quality service (Matzler et al., 1996). It can
help to highlight what features in the service offering that should be prioritized, further
developed and support decisions when trade-offs will emerge. What however should be
acknowledged is that Kano’s model is dynamic because customer needs change rapidly and
competitors will imitate amazing features (Madzík, 2016). Accordingly, a product that solely
satisfies the must-be and one-dimensional requirements will have a hard time to differentiate
itself and thus rapidly become interchangeable (Matzler et al., 1996).
While the Kano model is qualitative in its nature, it has oftentimes been applied for
quantitative measurements to enhance the accuracy and to ease the collection of answers
from extensive customer surveys (Shahin, Pourhamidi, Antony & Park, 2013). Be that as it may,
as explained in the limitations section, this study will not complete a large customer survey
but instead interview experts within the HRI field. This decision was made to get a deeper
understanding of what features the customer wants and seeks both at present but also in the
future, which can according to us be better generated through an in-depth qualitative
approach.
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3. Methodology

In this chapter we will present the chosen research strategy, design and method and our
reasoning behind why the specific choices were made. It will be followed by a description of
how the data has been collected, and after that, the chapter will be rounded with an
explanation of the thesis research quality and how it is measured.

3.1 Research strategy

Since the primary purpose of this research is to examine a relatively unexplored area in the
form of how an IPA best is constructed from a HRI-perspective for a specific company, there
is a need to obtain and process rich, in-depth empirical material and use an approach where
theory is the goal rather than the starting point. A qualitative research strategy, therefore,
seemed like the logical choice for this study since it is best suited when dealing with a complex
area, where the outcome is hard to predict, the theory is somewhat scarce and something
that is supposed to emerge from the research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Furthermore, the nature
of this study takes an inductive and explorative stance that further encourages the selection
of a qualitative research strategy to answer the formulated research questions, as it allows
with the help of explorative questions to generate theory (ibid.).
The theoretical framework consists of relevant literature within the fields of customer-centric
manufacturing, service-dominant logic, value proposition, artificial intelligence, IPA, HRI and
the Kano-model. This subsequently constituted the foundation of the research while the main
theoretical findings emerged after the collection of the empirical material. Another reason of
why an inductive strategy was chosen for this study was that it enables the possibility to
exercise an iterative process throughout the study. This means that we were able to go back
and forth in tandem between generating theory and collecting material (both primary, as well
as secondary) during the study when we desired to add additional material during the
research. This approach allowed us to be flexible and obtain valuable unanticipated
information to complement the initial theoretical framework as the research prolonged. Thus,
we could gather additional data within essential areas which could not have been foreseen
prior to the study. The study aims to contribute to both suggestions for practical actions as
well as academic theoretical findings, making our objective two folded as discussed more indepth in the introduction.
We are well-aware that this research strategy potentially can be influenced by personal bias
from our own impressions and relationships, which tend to be created when people are
studied or interviewed. This was sought to be limited as much as possible by keeping this
issue in mind throughout the study. Another common critique towards the qualitative research
strategy is that it cannot be generalized on a larger scale (Bryman & Bell, 2011). However,
since the aim of this study was to increase the understanding and applicability of an IPA in
the development stages for our case-study company and not to make large-scale
generalizations, this is not seen as a significant deficit for the study. We are also conscious of
the lack of transparency the qualitative research strategy entails both in regard to how the
conclusion is reached as well as the criteria used to select the interview participants. However,
to enhance the transparency, we thoroughly describe how the selection process was carried
out and how we reach our conclusions.
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3.2 Research design

According to Bryman, and Bell (2011), a case study encompasses an in-depth and exploratory
analysis of a single case such as an organization and is well-suited for research that aims to
elucidate unique features of that specific case. Considering that the core of this study is based
on a detailed and explorative analysis of the core factors of an IPA through the ”eyes” of Lynk
& Co, a single case study was believed to be the most appropriate research design to employ.
This is due to that each organization holds unique traits and challenges. Furthermore, the
research design of a single-case study excels when the research objects compass a complexity
which benefits from the specific in-depth investigation (Bryman & Bell, 2011), as the case was
in this study.
The focus in this study has been primarily to gain insight about Lynk & Co and their processes
in order to gain a deeper understanding of how their IPA can be developed through the lens
of HRI and their value-proposition as a foundation, an approach commonly referred to as an
intrinsic case study (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The chief goal was to produce rich and specific
explanations of how Lynk & Co can take advantage of the IPA-technology and align it with
their value proposition. Thus, the goal is primarily to acquire insight into one unique and
complex situation rather than as mentioned before, to create theoretical findings that can be
generalizable. As a result, the value proposition canvas is used to identify Lynk & Co’s value
proposition accurately. After that, a number of experts and academics in the research areas
of A.I and HRI was invited to participate in the study to understand how an IPA should be
designed. This was done with the objective to obtain empirical material which later was
compared and analyzed in conjunction with the revised theory of planned behavior. After
that, the findings from both Lynk & Co respondents and HRI-experts could be merged with
the assistance of the Kano Model to understand how an IPA should be designed in alignment
with Lynk & Co’s value proposition.

Figure 3. 1 Research Design
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3.3 Research method

In order to answer our research questions in this study both primary and secondary material
was collected, processed and analyzed. As illustrated by the picture on the next page, the
material for this study was collected systematically in different stages. The first step started
from a broad context in the form of the collection of relevant secondary material which formed
the foundation of the theoretical framework. The next step was the first semi-structured
interviews which were conducted in order to collect primary material, which further helped to
solidify the foundation of the study. The study then continued by making it further focused
with the assistance of the collection of more secondary data and then subsequently more
semi-structured interviews. This back and forth approach are very indicative of the iterative
research strategy used in this study (Bryman & Bell, 2011). A more in-depth explanation of
how the secondary and primary material was collected is provided below.

Figure 3. 2 Research method

3.3.1 Secondary material collection
As aforementioned, the first phase of this study consisted of a literature review through an
initial collection and interpretation of the secondary material. The secondary material primarily
came in the shape of articles and books within the two research areas which constituted the
cornerstones of the theoretical framework. The two areas are, firstly the organizational
literature concerning the transformation of manufacturing organizations towards a customercentric, service-based approach, and secondly the field of HRI, with a particular focus on the
verbal parts. This secondary material constructs the foundation of the theoretical framework
which then helped the formulating of the semi-structured interview guides used in the
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collection of the primary material. Due to the iterative process applied in the study, new
secondary material was continuously collected, interpreted and added during both interview
stages as well as afterward. This adaptive approach of the collection of secondary material is
called a narrative review (Bryman & Bell, 2011) and was chosen due to the qualitative and
complex nature of the research subject, which benefited from the added flexibility given by
the approach.
The theoretical framework is primarily constructed of secondary material collected from
academic books and scientific articles in the form of academic journal articles. All secondary
material went through a rigorous process in regards of being critically reviewed to secure its
appropriateness and validate the quality where the number of times the articles had been
cited as well as whether they had been peer-reviewed was two of the most important criteria.
The electronic databases which were used to find the material were GUPEA, SpringerLink,
EmeraldScienceDirect, Business source premier, and LIBEA. Furthermore, to acquire
background knowledge about Lynk & Co and also in the process of deciding upon which
relevant experts to interview, secondary material in the form of PowerPoint presentations and
public documents was used.

3.3.2 Primary material collection
Due to the explorative nature of the study and the rather unexplored characteristics of the
research area, qualitative interviewing was found to be the preferable method in order to
obtain primary material. Semi-structured interviews are often used when the goal of the
research is to address specific problems and critical issues but at the same time want to keep
the interview process flexible to allow the researcher to adapt (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This
approach suited this study well, which is why the material collection primarily was derived
from this approach where notes and transcripts were produced during each interview and
then processed to generate the findings. The usefulness of having the opportunity to be able
to iterate and adapt during interviews depending upon the findings given by the semistructured interviews was the main reason to why this technique was used throughout the
study.
Furthermore, the semi-structured framework helped to guide the interviews and making sure
that the focus was retained on the topics of importance, which helped ensure the necessary
collection of rich material that is needed in order to create a more comprehensive picture of
the research areas in this study. The degree of flexibility and practicability to be able to depart
from the predetermined schedule as well as to pursue follow-up questions were essential
factors for us when deciding upon this method. Additionally, again due to the explorative
nature and rather specific research focus of this study we sought to emphasize starting of the
interviews with open questions to give leeway for the respondents to interpret and answer
the questions in his or her manner.
3.3.2.1 Selection of respondents
All interviews were performed with both researchers present due to the advantage it was to
have one passive interviewer who could comprehensively follow the interview process, how it
develops and recognize if something important was missed. The passive interviewer was
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moreover also allowed to add value by asking follow-up questions and take accurate notes to
get the most possible out of each interview.
The respondents in this study can be grouped up into two groups:
- Respondent-group 1: Strategically important managers from Lynk & Co

Table 3. 1 List of respondents, group 1

- Respondent-group 2: Experts within the field of A.I, HRI, and IPA

Table 3. 2 List of respondents, group
2Table 3. 3 List of respondents, group 1

Table 3. 4 List of respondents, group 2

The respondents were divided into two different groups due to the nature of the research
questions, which to be answered, required expertise within two different fields. Firstly, by
interviewing a number of relevant persons at Lynk & Co, we were able to get insight into the
company’s value proposition, their customers, and their organizational alignment. To acquire
the necessary information, we had to be selective with whom to interview and what
department each respondent worked within. We picked respondents with some kind of
leadership position who worked either directly or indirectly towards the customer with the
firm's value proposition. This was important due to that the research context focuses on Lynk
& Co’s value proposition for the customer. Thereto, these respondents were also selected
from different departments to understand Lynk & Co’s organizational alignment regarding
value creation. The selection process was discussed and decided upon together with our
external supervisor to find the most appropriate participants. This process assisted us to
answer sub-question one. As one of the core-objectives when doing a qualitative study is to
approach the research area from the view of the respondents, we believe this to be an
essential group for our research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Lastly, as can be seen by the table
above, the respondents from Lynk & Co has been anonymized throughout the thesis on their
request.
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Secondly, moving to our next group of respondents, the HRI experts, we aimed to answer the
second sub-question by understanding what the customer prefer when interacting with a
robot verbally, as well as what features brings what level of customer satisfaction. Since HRI
is a modern field of research and we did not have any already established connections within
the field, a decision was made to use our private network as a springboard to get in contact
with relevant people. Additionally, we used search engines, primarily Google, and social
media websites, such as LinkedIn, to find relevant people, which were screened based on
their competencies, published material and references. Another criterion established when
we selected interviewees was that they at least should have a background in the field of HRI
as well as currently working with it. At the end of each interview, we asked each respondent
to recommend another person who could contribute with insight to our thesis. This
“snowball” approach helped us particularly when we reached out to respondents who could
not themselves participate in an interview.
The majority of the respondents were contacted through email where we attached a
document about our investigation to explain our purpose and how each respondent could
help. A few days later we sent out a reminder if no answer had been received. In this way, we
could give the participants the possibility to grasp what we are doing, who we are and most
important they could understand if they truly could contribute with insights. In a few
occasions, we decided to call respondents due to our impatient personas.

3.4 Practicalities

To avoid leading questions and to be sure that we did not miss any important theoretical
building block when carrying out the interviews we decided to create interview guides. Due
to the thesis layout two different interview guides was formed, one for the Lynk & Co
respondents and one for the HRI-experts (see, appendix). Consequently, these interview
guides were structured according to each theoretical section and with the appropriate
research question in mind. Furthermore, sub-questions were also prepared for the interviews
in order to be prepared to follow-up on interesting areas of expertise which the respondent
demonstrated knowledge within.
As already stated in the part selection of respondents both of us attended all the interviews
which enabled one of us to take notes while the other one could be in charge of moderating
the interview and posing questions. After the interview, the person who took notes
transcribed the interview immediately and then handed it over to the other author for a
second transcription. As a result, the transcription could be swiftly but thoroughly scrutinized
in order to not miss any important findings.
Furthermore, the majority of the interviews were conducted face-to-face but due to
geographical distances and time differences a few had to be conducted over Skype. The
Skype interviews was held in a quiet environment with a proven stable internet connection in
order to make it as fuss-free as possible.
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3.5 Data Analysis

Due to the common issue of being overloaded with material when doing qualitative research
(Bryman & Bell, 2011) the theoretical approach chosen to analyze the collected material was
the grounded theory approach. This means that the interviews were deciphered and analyzed
in tandem with the material collection, preferably as soon as possible after each interview. By
doing this, it did not only help us realize when we had enough material, but also what
components which were of theoretical significance and should be prioritized in the research,
thus guiding the focus for future collection of material. Additionally, as the area of research in
this study was not very well studied yet due to that the IPA-technology is currently emerging,
our belief was that grounded theory could help us link theory with practice and create a
springboard for organizational action. Practicing grounded theory helped us contain a close
relationship between material collection, analysis, and theory because it was continuously
developed during the research process. This was furthermore in line with the aforementioned
iterative process where theory and material are referred back and forth to each other, which
helped us to develop theory from the material in a continuous fashion.
The notes taken during the interviews were also compared and validated against the
transcribed material to create a comprehensive picture of the respondent’s answers. The
emerging material was then continuously labeled into different concepts from our
interpretation. This helped us during the analysis-process since it enabled us to recognize
what concepts to put further focus on based on the frequency of them being referred to
during the interviews. These concepts were thereafter combined and merged into categories
with close relationships which were systematically generated, and which helped to steer the
direction of the theoretical framework.

3.6 Quality of the study

Validity and reliability are often more common and important within quantitative research,
and some proponents have suggested that qualitative research requires other criteria which
is a view we share. Therefore, a decision was taken to apply what Lincoln & Guba (1985) refers
to as trustworthiness, which contains four different criteria that help assess how good a
qualitative study is. The first criteria pose the vital question of whether the research findings
are credible, hence if the findings can be trusted and if good research practices have been
followed (ibid.). For the sake of this criteria, we conducted an extensive literature review where
all articles and books were chosen based on their reviews and journal ratings while all the
primary material were recorded and documented.
The second criteria are transferability which addresses the issue regarding if the findings can
be generalized to other contexts (Bryman & Bell, 2011). A common problem with single case
studies is precisely this, the lack of transferability to other situations (ibid.) and while we are
well aware of this problem, the purpose with our research design is not to make it
generalizable to other organizations directly, but, as discussed above, rather to put the focus
on what theory that can be generated from the findings. Nevertheless, we believe that part
of the findings could potentially be of use for organizations indirectly, meaning that the
findings could be of help for organizations in a similar situation as Lynk & Co. This approach
aligns with our inductive stance and relationship between research and theory. Therefore, a
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decision was made to put considerable effort into explaining how and why each interview
participant was chosen and their relevant background.
Dependability is similar to reliability, i.e., are the findings likely to be valid at other times.
Lincoln & Guba (1985) recommend the researchers to take a role similar to a company that is
being audited, where every step during the research process should be documented and
easily made accessible to review. To strengthen the dependability of our research, we have
recorded all interviews and transcribed the parts that we find the most important for our
research. To enhance the transparency of the research we have spent considerable time
writing a thorough methodology chapter with explanations of how each process in the
research has been performed.
The last criteria are confirmability, which refers to objectivity, and to what degree the research
process has been influenced by the investigator's own personal values (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
To increase the confirmability of the research a clear separation between our own opinions
and the ones from the interviews and the literature review has been emphasized in tandem
with a detailed reference.
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4. Empirical Findings

In this section, we will outline our findings from the data collection. This part will follow the
same structure as the theoretical framework and will primarily be divided into two parts where
the first part will consist of interviews with Lynk & Co employees and the second part
consisting of interviews with experts within the field of HRI.

4.1 Customer Profile Segment
4.1.1 Customer Jobs
From the interviews with the Lynk & Co respondents, seven different customer jobs were
identified as the fundamental jobs for the Lynk & Co customer to get completed. As
presented in the case-study background, Lynk & Co is a car-manufacturing organization at its
core, however, as the quote below showcases, they view themselves as something else,
almost something more. During the interviews it became apparent that they do not see
themselves as exclusively supplying their customer with transportation from point a to b,
albeit it is an important one, no they see themselves as helping their customer with a number
of integral mobility-related jobs.
“We do not solely want to deliver a car, we want to deliver mobility”
(LynkCo4)
LynkCo2 built from this notion stating that making sure that the customer gets from point A
to point B in a seamless way is only one part of the equation for Lynk & Co and that the more
important job they need to supply is a coherent and hassle-free customer experience. This
word hassle-free is not only a concept LynkCo2 constantly comes back to but all of the
respondents. LynkCo1 even went one step further and advocated that to provide a hasslefree experience both in terms of flexibility and mobility are most likely the most critical tasks
that Lynk & Co need to provide when it comes to customer jobs. There was a fourth job which
also was pointed out as crucial by all of the respondents, safe transportation. This was not a
job which was given much wiggle room from any of the respondents, they merely stated that
their car, and overall service, need to be fully secure, no exceptions.
“Our customer is a digital-native, and she cannot fathom being
disconnected for a longer period of time”
(LynkCo2)
The quote above stated by LynkCo2 is really indicative of the last customer job which Lynk &
Co want to supply to their customers, the “continued digital presence”. With IoT opening
up new possibilities of connectivity, Lynk & Co is targeting a customer who is “tech-savvy” as
well as afraid of losing their digital presence according to LynkCo2. This is echoed by all of
the respondents at Lynk & Co, who all at various points of the interviews describes their
customers as “Open Urbanites” with an openness towards new technologies. This Open
Urbanite is someone who is, as stated above, tech-savvy, but also someone who lives in a
large city area and sees the possibility brought by new technologies explains LynkCo4. He
goes on to state that the Open Urbanite is not very interested in owning a car, but instead is
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much more focused on having the flexibility and mobility to be able to move around as hasslefree as possible whenever he or she wants to.
4.1.1.1 Compilation of the respondents’ customer jobs responses
In the customer jobs, there was almost a complete consensus regarding which jobs the
respondents believe they need to accommodate their customer with. The two jobs connected
to hassle-free were the jobs mentioned the most during the interviews, and it became
somewhat apparent that these were the two key-jobs in the eyes of the respondents apart
from the most fundamental one; taking their customer from point a to b. The one job which
did not reach a consensus was the “continued digital presence”, which is interesting because
in the two interviews where it was mentioned it was portrayed as a vital job to fulfill in order
to satisfy their customer.

Table 4.1 Customer Jobs
Table 4. 1 Compilation of respondents’ customer jobs responses

4.1.2 Gains
The seven gains identified as the primary outcomes and benefits wanted by the Lynk & Co
customer can be divided into three groups. The first group; flexibility, make life easier and
save time are characterized by the functional utility it gives the customer. LynkCo3 explains
that this group of gains is critical to making their customer happy and satisfied. Their customer
is someone who constantly looks to become more flexible in order to make their life easier,
which often is achieved through saving time. LynkCo3 continues to state that even though
their customer often believes that they care a lot of the overall quality of the products and
services they use, in the end, quality is not that important if it is not combined with increased
flexibility and ease of life. LynkCo4 and LynkCo1 do not agree entirely here, they still believe
that high-quality is of great importance to their customer. What they do agree with is that
saving time probably is the one thing which they can do for their customer to improve their
lives the most.
“The customer wants it to be about more than just the car, they want
it to be about the community they are in”
(LynkCo3)
The second group of gains is about social gains, and it is also made up of three gains; easy
to share, inclusions in the community and cool image. When speaking of the gains in this
group LynkCo1 points out that their customer does not only want to make good use of her
time, she also wants to make use of her assets. The customer sees it as a big waste that one
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of her most expensive assets stands still 90% of the day, which is why she wants it to be easier
to share her car LynkCo1 clarifies. As LynkCo3 artfully points out in the quote above, the Lynk
& Co customer wants something more than just a car or a car-service, she wants it to enable
inclusion in the community she lives and works in. The last gain in this group is cool-image,
and this is according to LynkCo1 a fascinating part of their customer. He believes that their
customer would not state outright that she identifies herself with her car, however, it is still
deeply rooted in the customer to want to have a cool car which reflects a cool image. LynkCo3
agrees wholeheartedly with LynkCo1s belief and explains this phenomenon with it being
engrained within their customer’s subconsciousness as a result from growing up in a society
where the car has been viewed as one of the premier sources of cool image.
“In the end, they do not want to sit in any other tin-box”
(LynkCo1)
The last group of gains is positive emotions, and it is only occupied by one gain,
customizability. Both LynkCo3 and LynkCo1 explain that is it a significant gain for their
customer when they feel like the products and services they use are tailored to themselves.
To achieve this, they explain that the customer wants to have an option to customize their
offering in a hassle-free way.
4.1.2.1 Compilation of respondents’ gains responses
In the gains, the topics are becoming a bit more spread out with only three out of seven
reaching a consensus. It does however not come as a surprise that the three which reached a
consensus all are connected to the notion of hassle-free, the topic discussed the most
regarding customer jobs. Furthermore, it is interesting that no gain only is mentioned by one
of the respondents, which does signal that even though there only is a consensus in three out
of seven gains, the alignment is still rather substantial.

Table 4.2 Gains
Table 4. 2 Compilation of respondents’ gains responses

4.1.3 Pains
During the interviews with the Lynk & Co managers, nine pains were identified regarding the
aforementioned five customer jobs. The first three pains; car-maintenance, inflexibility, and
car-cleaning are all mainly concerning the extra effort and wasted time that usually comes
with owning and maintaining a car according to LynkCo2. LynkCo3 agrees with this notion
and puts particular attention on the inflexibility as one of the biggest pains for their customer
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when it comes to owning a car. The extra burdens that come with owning a car such as carmaintenance, finding parking, being tied to a car you do not use that much are big
annoyances for our customer she explains. This is echoed in the quote below from LynkCo1
where he pinpoints the biggest pains for Lynk & Co’s customer according to him.
“Wasted time, spent effort and lost flexibility are the three coreaspects which infuriate our customers when it comes to owning a
car”
(LynkCo1)
The next four pains identified are all connected to the complexity that comes from buying
and owning a car highlighted in the quote below. Most people experience that it is somewhat
complicated and even annoying to buy, own and eventually sell a car LynkCo1 states. The
entire car buying process, the different complicated and inflexible buying options, the
cost-uncertainty, and the very complicated total price are all significant pains when it comes
to acquiring and owning a car. To compare different dealerships and their different cars is
both time-consuming and rather laborious to do correctly, which subsequently is a major pain
for the customer LynkCo1 continues. Moreover, once the car is bought you often have addon costs in terms insurance, maintenance, gasoline, unexpected repairs, to only name a few,
which both make to the total price of the car very hard for a customer to calculate as well as
making the car a frequent source of unexpected expenses.
“It cannot cost the customer too much in terms of complexity. This
often leads to it being more expensive for the customer in terms of
both time and money, which are the two things our customer hates
to waste the most”
(LynkCo4)
The last pain identified is the digital disconnect from the rest of the world. This pain is
highlighted perfectly in the quote from LynkCo2 above in the customer-jobs section as well
as in the quote below, where she explains that Lynk & Co’s customer experiences a real
nuisance of the digital disconnect they are forced into each time they drive. This is something
that annoys the Lynk & Co customer on a daily basis and should be considered as an
emotional pain.
“To be disconnected is a fear for our customer”
(LynkCo2)
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4.1.3.1 Compilation of the respondents’ pain responses
What becomes noticeable as soon as you look at the customer pains-table is that three of the
four respondents were more or less in total agreement while LynkCo2 was more focused on
the few pains she highlighted. Furthermore, just as with the customer jobs it was LynkCo2 and
LynkCo1 who highlighted the importance of the digital disconnect their customer feels.

Table 4.3 Pains
Table 4. 3 Compilation of respondents’ pains responses

4.2 Value proposition map
4.2.1 Products and services
The seven products and services identified contains both tangible as well as intangible
products and services. LynkCo4 explains that this combination is crucial for Lynk & Co in order
achieve the level of success that they strive to reach. He further explains that to be able to
deliver upon Lynk & Co’s vision, to sell hassle-free mobility, it is imperative that they have a
robust and overall great digital platform which is accessible from both the car, the computer,
the phone etc. This platform needs to be able to serve as the foundation for all of the other
intangible services offered by Lynk & Co, which is why it plays a crucial role in making sure
that the overall customer experience is consistent and satisfactory.
“Our entire business model leads to us cutting out the middleman,
the dealership, making it both cheaper and easier for our customer”
(LynkCo1)
LynkCo1 believes that one of the more disruptive services offered by Lynk & Co is their online
dealership. This does not only make it possible to get their car through their online-platform,
it means that this is the only dealership they will use, ergo, no physical dealerships at all. The
online dealership further enables the third service mentioned in this part, the online
customization. Thanks to Lynk & Co maintaining full control over their online-platform and
their online-dealership, they will be able to offer their customer a wide range of customization
options for their car. However, as LynkCo1 elaborates, there will be other ways of getting the
car if you do not want to buy it, namely through the car-sharing made available through their
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app. Any owner of a Lynk & Co car will be able to make their car available for car-sharing
through their app and a digital key. The fourth service which enables a third way of acquiring
the Lynk & Co car is the option to subscribe. LynkCo3 explains that even though leasing has
been around for a long time, it almost always requires the leaser to lease for at least 24
months, which greatly hinders their flexibility. However, by offering their customers a flexible,
short-term, Lynk & Co subscription, LynkCo3 believes that they will be able to circumvent this
issue.
“Our whole society is becoming subscription based, and why
shouldn’t it? Owning things only hinders your flexibility”
(LynkCo3)
LynkCo1 acknowledges that is it rather easy to get stuck in a frame of mind where you get
too focused is on the more disruptive, radical and “fun” intangible products and services.
However, if we do not deliver a good car that feels high-quality and safe, at an affordable
price, then nothing matters LynkCo1 continues. In the car, the main-topic investigated in this
thesis, the intelligent personal assistant, will play a potentially crucial role LynkCo1 states
emphatically. This is something which LynkCo3 agrees with when she states that the IPA
potentially will be one of their more critical services due to the potential it has to tie their
different services together and make the whole customer-experience more consistent.
4.2.1.1 Compilation of respondents’ products and services responses
As seen in the table below, there was a complete consensus regarding the products and
services offered by Lynk & Co. This should not be seen as surprising since this is the one part
of the value proposition canvas which is much more straightforward and distinct.

Table 4.4 Products and services

Table 4. 4 Compilation of respondents’ products and services responses

4.2.2 Gain creators
The quote below from LynkCo3 is a rather good place to start when discussing the gain
creators identified by the respondents from Lynk & Co. LynkCo3 makes the point that she is
of the belief that most of their customers will have a hard time finding gains, much less
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acknowledging gain creators in relation to their car if they still have pains associated with it.
Removing the customer pains is therefore almost like a pre-condition which has to be fulfilled
if the customers are to be able to enjoy any of the gain creators.
“I am not sure our customers will be able to enjoy much of the gains
if we do not first make sure to remove all of their pains”
(LynkCo3)
This is something that LynkCo2 also spoke about during her interview when she stated that
since their customers value time as much as they do, they have very little to no patience for
things that do not work correctly. She goes on to explain that she believes that gains generally
take some time to notice and that there is a real risk that their customer will not be able to
experience these if they do not remove the pains first.
However, once the pains are removed, there is quite a bit of opportunity for Lynk & Co to
create gains of significance for their customer. The first gain creator, mobile flexibility, is
exemplified by LynkCo1 in the quote below. He describes how Lynk & Co, due to their
customer-centric approach, is fine with the customer sometimes leaving the car and using
another means of transportation if it suits the situation better. Sometimes our customer will
have to go to a place where it is sub-optimal to take the car the entire way, and in those cases,
it is much better if our digital assistant makes the customer aware of this and suggest an
alternative way to get there, LynkCo1 explains. This might be to skip the car all together for
a specific trip, or it might be to drive a certain distance, then park it and either walk or use
public transportation. If we manage to maintain a holistic approach towards the customer's
mobility needs, it is very likely to produce many gains for the customer LynkCo1 concludes.
“The customer experience does not stop when the customer exits
the car. We want to be a part of the entire mobility-equation, and
this sometimes requires our customer to leave the car.“
(LynkCo1)
LynkCo3 speaks at great length during the interview about the importance of placing the
customer and not the product at the center. It is first when Lynk & Co truly does this that they
will be able to understand what type of services they can supply their customers with in order
to produce both expected and unexpected gains. LynkCo4 agrees with this customer-centric
approach and uses the quote below as an example of how they due to them putting the
customer at the center has been able to find an entire category of services where they believe
that their value-proposition can play a crucial role, namely personalized recommendations,
and lifestyle-services.
“We need to supply our customer with lifestyle-services. Such as
getting your online-shopping directly delivered to the trunk of your
car when it is parked with the press of a button.”
(LynkCo4)
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LynkCo1 elaborates on the customer-centric approach which he also believes is crucial for
Lynk & Co to succeed with their value proposition. He states that thanks to their untraditional
take on car-ownership, Lynk & Co can help the customer with so much more than mere
transportation such as improving their self-image with a cool design, enable an extended
digital presence and supply the customer with financial flexibility. He adds, that in order for
it to truly be viewed as a gain creator, is crucial that it is a coherent experience, much like
LynkCo4 discussed above.
“We need to be able to give personalized recommendations and services suited
to the customer’s situation. If the customer is on holiday our digital assistant
should be able to recommend restaurants, nightclubs, exciting landmarks, etc.
This will only be successful if the customer-experience is customized after each
customer’s preferences.”
(LynkCo1)
4.2.2.1 Compilation of respondents’ gain creators responses
The gain creators segment is in line with the rest of the parts of the value proposition canvas
regarding mobility and flexibility being discussed by all of the respondents. Furthermore,
personal recommendations were also discussed by all of the respondents while the extended
digital presence only was discussed by LynkCo1 and LynkCo2, the same two who discussed
the digital presence in the other parts as well.

Table 4.5 Gain creators

Table 4. 5 Compilation of respondents’ gain creators responses

4.2.3 Pain relievers
The single most important pain-reliever identified during the interviews was the hassle-free,
all-inclusive service. It was pointed out by all of the respondents that these kinds of allinclusive services which serve to reduce the hassle to a minimum for customers often are
packaged as premium add-ons for a select few. However, according to the respondents from
Lynk & Co, they want to build a large part of their identity in making sure that the core of their
value proposition is about making their customer’s life as hassle-free as possible. As stated
by both Malin and LynkCo1 above, the central pain which their customers attribute to
traditional car-ownership are all the annoyances which come from actually owning a car. All
of the respondents state it as very important that Lynk & Co manage to relieve this pain by
making sure that they continually, and preferably proactively, service and maintain all of the
cars with no implication regarding flexibility for their customers.
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“By not only focusing on the mobility part but also having the flexibility as an
equally important component of our offering we want to remove many of the
pains which come with owning a car. Maintenance, changing tiers and other
nuances should all be done proactively, for the customer, not by the customer“
(LynkCo1)
As discussed above, LynkCo4 sees the digital platform as playing a pivotal role in making sure
that these all-inclusive services genuinely become hassle-free. By having a simple, yet
comprehensive digital platform for the customer to interact with, the customer-experience
will hopefully become consistently hassle-free LynkCo4 continues. This consistency will
according to LynkCo2 play a crucial part in getting the customer’s trust, especially since Lynk
& Co does not have a rich legacy to fall back on. Another essential part of how Lynk & Co
want to relieve their customer’s pains, which builds on the digital platform, is through their
mobile application. As LynkCo3 explains the quote below, their ultimate goal is to make their
own app into a “toothbrush-app”, meaning that their users rely on it to be a crucial part of
their every-day routine, however, they should not have to use it more than twice a day, much
like a toothbrush.
“We want to make sure that the Lynk & Co app is a toothbrush-app,
meaning that it is a crucial part of our customer's life, but you will
only have to use it twice a day”
(LynkCo3)
Another way in which Lynk & Co want to minimize the pains in their customer’s life is through
their easy buying and renting process. As LynkCo1 highlights below, the uncertainty and
difficulties to predict the total price of a car is a significant source of pain for Lynk & Co’s
customer. The addition of an often lengthy and complex buying process only adds to the
time-consuming pains which Lynk & Co aims to reduce. By having a simple and easy to
navigate website, with no other actors to contact, no other dealerships and no hidden fees
Lynk & Co will give their customer the predictability they search for according to LynkCo1.
“Predictability in price is an important aspect of how we can
minimize our customer’s fears”
(LynkCo1)
In the interview with LynkCo2, she goes into great detail about the anxiety Lynk & Co’s
customer feel when they are forced to disconnect digitally. To remedy this, she explains that
they have put a great deal of emphasis on making sure that their customer still has full access
to their digital life while being in the car. This is handled both through the physical userinterface in the car as well as with the help of the IPA, with Lynk & Co’s ultimate aim being
captured in the quote from LynkCo1 below.
“You get to continue your life while you are in the car”
(LynkCo1)
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4.2.3.1 Compilation of respondents’ pain relievers responses
In pain relievers, once again the one topic discussed the most with all of the respondents was
the hassle-free, all-inclusive service. This also went hand in hand with the other topic which
reached consensus, the one actor interaction, since this was argued by all the respondents to
also lower the hassle for their customer.

Table 4.6 Pain relievers

Table 4. 6 Compilation of respondents’ pain relievers responses

4.3 The revised theory of planned behavior:

This is the second part of the empirical findings section where the focus shift towards user
acceptance of the IPA. The part contains empirical findings collected from experts within the
HRI field and follows the same structure as the theoretical framework.

4.3.1 Attitudinal beliefs
4.3.1.1 Companionship
Attitudinal beliefs are the user’s assessment of the IPA based upon utilitarian and hedonic
factors and are connected to user experience and practical evaluation aspects (de Graaf et
al., 2017). The empirical findings found in this section is focused on what the IPA should be
able to do, and what functions that are important for user acceptance.
Fjeld believes it should be reasonable that we as users would like to have IPAs as friends due
to that we have dogs and cats as friends today and it works fine. He points out that the IPA
can even answer more questions than the animals however not give the same hearty, genuine
impression. According to Steinfeld, it will depend on who the user is in regard to wanting an
IPA as a social companion. He describes that it is very common that humans
anthropomorphize robots as we have done previously with animals. Although, he also
underlines that some people will only see the robot’s personalities as a pre-programmed
software that is not “for real”. Johnson further explains that the IPA must be context-sensitive,
which means that it has to get to know the user and adapt thereafter depending on what the
user is doing. It should also be able to adapt to how the user feels at the time if the user is
tired, happy or sad to achieve higher levels of acceptance.
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Armstrong nonetheless highlights that until we have actual artificially intelligent agents with
fully developed personalities, which you can have decent conversations with, the functional
aspects of the robot will be more important. Accordingly, Armstrong argues that while IPA’s
is already developed enough to make basic conversations, it cannot handle the conversation
that goes deeper than just being face-based due to that the technology is not good enough
yet.
4.3.1.2 User experience
“When thinking in terms of user experience focus should be on three
key factors; observability, predictability, and directability. If one of
these break down, user acceptance will probably not be reached”
(Matthew Johnson)
Observability according to Johnson means that it must be easy to understand what the IPA
currently is doing and what current stance it is in. Thus, the user should be able to monitor
what the IPA is doing and what task it is processing. Secondly, Johnson emphasizes
predictability with which he means how the IPA execute tasks. It should be consistent with
expectations, and if it does something unpredictable, it should explain why it did it. Finally,
Johnson points at directability with which he means that the user must have enough control
over the IPA to tailor it to the user’s individual needs. Without being able to adapt to specific
needs, it will lose its usefulness. Hence, Johnson states that if the user is unable to see what
is going on, if you cannot predict it accurately and if you do not have enough control over it,
it will result in user acceptance failure.
4.3.1.3 Functionality
When considering the IPA’s functionality, Fjeld assumes that the user would like the IPA to
perform tasks that it can execute with the same outcome as the human being. This is further
developed by Steinfeld who explains that if the IPA perform tasks that are not expected by
the user, it is perceived as much more intelligent and appreciated. Nonetheless, it is also
highlighted by the same person that the IPA cannot break the rules and surprise the user too
often. It must be harmless, and it must be with intentions to do good for the user. This
furthermore aligns with Johnson’s view where he points out that for an IPA to be genuinely
useful, it has to be more knowledgeable than merely dealing with one command-tasks such
as navigation.
Furthermore, Fjeld explains that machines will perform repetitive, precise and boring tasks
due to that they perform it way faster and better than the human itself. However, when it
comes to more complex questions, he believes that the user will be increasingly resistant to
hand over the responsibility to an IPA due to that the user still wants control over these
decisions. Hence, it should instead merely support the human in their decision process.
Steinfeld describes that it is vital to not over-sell an IPA’s competences to the user, in
particular when it concerns speaking. This is due to that the user already from the beginning
has high expectations when entering a conversation, and thus there is a substantial risk that
you set yourself up for failure when overselling its capabilities. Along with this line and
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reasoning, it also becomes important for the IPA to explain why it cannot perform a given
request and its limitations to the user. He continues to state that when designing an IPA it is
crucial to inform the user about what the IPA can and cannot do.
”Recent research has shown that it is really important not to oversell
robotics, you should instead sell it in a realistic way and focus on
getting people set with appropriate expectations of what it can do”
(Aaron Steinfeld)
4.3.1.4 Proactiveness
It is emphasized by Johnson that the IPA should be proactive and not only speak whenever
asked to. However, one problem with a proactive IPA could be marketing issues, meaning
that if the IPA starts marketing things we do not want and pushing out information that is not
useful it will become annoying. This is also underlined by Armstrong who argues that as long
as the information is useful for the user, it will be appreciated. On the other hand, when
information that is not of any interest to the user is pushed out by the IPA, the user rapidly
becomes annoyed and stops operating it. It is stressed by Steinfeld that it is critical that the
IPA is context-aware and understands what happens both in and around the car at all times
such as if the driver is talking on the phone, the weather conditions and current traffic
situation.
Armstrong expresses significant concern about the IPA being too proactive and distracting in
situations when the driver has to have her attention on the road. He explains that this is a
major risk which has to be handled carefully. Distraction issues are also stressed by Steinfeld
who highlights that to solve this problem the IPA must be streamlined and scaled down to
fewer functions. According to Johnson, an IPA could be extremely useful in cars as driving
assistants where they could offload various tasks that are distracting the driver and help her
stay focused on the road. This could be tasks such as changing radio channels and guiding
navigation. The rest of the experts also emphasized the focus on prioritizing security as
extremely important.
Marketing issues were also accentuated by Steinfeld who describes that when Microsoft
developed “Clippy”, the intelligent office assistant, the marketing group forced the R&D
department to lower the proactive threshold. Ironically, a too proactive assistant however also
became the greatest issue with Clippy due to that it constantly interrupted the user which
made it a painfully annoying experience. It is therefore also stressed by Steinfeld that the
interaction level of when an IPA can speak without being asked must be established very
carefully.
”People do not like to be interrupted by intelligent assistants,
especially if the reason it is interrupting is a false-positive. The
threshold for when the intelligent assistant activates is a very
important element, otherwise, it will be perceived as a nuisance
interaction instead of a useful interaction”
(Aaron Steinfeld)
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Steinfeld moreover draws a parallel to the pop culture and more precisely to the movie Star
Wars, where it can be recognized that most robots keep themselves in the background.
However, those who often put themselves in the center such as C3PO4 is oftentimes seen as
annoying. This can be compared to R2-D2, who is a beloved and cherished robot that most
of the time keeps itself in the background and follows its master’s commands. Hence, a
valuable lesson can be learned from this according to Steinfeld which is that humans tend to
perceive robots as annoying if they hijack the conversation too much, regardless of how
intelligent they are.
4.3.1.5 Quality
It is emphasized from both Fjeld and Johnson that it is imperative that the IPA work well from
the beginning. Thus, if the IPA that is offered is worse than the ones from competitors, the
user will sooner or later shift to the better one. Fjeld explains that if the IPA would work poorly
in the car, it will negatively influence the user’s perception of the entire car. This is also pointed
out by Johnson who believes that the quality of the car will be associated with the quality of
the services, which consequently makes it important with quality alignment. Armstrong also
argues along this line where he accentuates that the IPA must hold even higher quality than
the car itself. The reasoning behind this statement is accordingly that the IPA is optional for
the car, meaning that the customer could ignore it the quality is not good enough. Armstrong
further states that people’s attitude towards interacting with a robot is very positive as long
as it does what it is supposed to do.
Fjeld nonetheless recalls that it should not be forgotten that Apple launched several services
to their physical products that did not work immediately, not the least their IPA Siri, but has
still succeeded to keep their reputation as a high-end product developer. On the other hand,
he also states that if the company continue to launch services that do not correspond to the
image the company would like to display, it will influence both the company and the products
negatively. Johnson underlines that even though Apple’s Siri did not work in the beginning,
the company had so many users and such a powerful brand that allowed the firm to work with
continuous improvements of the service. The case is severely different in the car market,
especially as a newcomer, where you do not have the same user mass. As a result, it restricts
the flexibility to fail and work with continuous improvements.
“When technology fails people, they are not forgiving”
(Matthew Johnson)
Steinfeld takes another approach where he argues that it is not necessarily crucial that the IPA
is 100% finished when it is launched. He instead clarifies that the key is to inform the user that
the producer is aware of the flaws and is working to improve the service continuously. It is
pointed out by Steinfeld that even though the IPA is not perfect in all areas, it must work
excellent in the space where the user expects it to work well. He explains that while Siri was
not great at all levels, it worked well in the areas that it was expected work within. He explains
that the voice must be good, the user experience must be hassle-free, easy to use and
effortless.
4

The golden robot built by Anakin in Star Wars and appearing in all of the movies.
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4.3.2 Social normative beliefs
Social normative beliefs are the user’s assessment of the IPA based on the social environment
and personal beliefs about normative behavior (de Graaf et al., 2017). The empirical findings
in this section are focused on the IPA’s personality, voice, and social image.
4.3.2.1 Humor

”Humor makes the IPA seem more intelligent and increases the
engagement, but it also makes the user more comfortable asking the
IPA to do more things”
(Aaron Steinfeld)

Steinfeld describes that an IPA will be more appreciated if it is equipped with a personality
that suits the user. He points out that humor is an excellent characteristic for the IPA to have
due to that it is perceived as more intelligent, instill safeness and confidence to the user. This
leads to an increasing degree of trust from the user, and consequently, more tasks are
delegated for it to perform. Caution must albeit be taken according to Steinfeld due to that
the human tends to follow instructions from robots blindly, even when the instructions are
obviously wrong. Hence, severe risks could occur if the IPA would crack jokes in situations
where it can be misunderstood. The reason for following instructions blindly is because the
user believes that the car is high-tech and equipped with excellent safety technology and
therefore trusts it more than its own intuition. Hence, Steinfeld argues that it must be
acknowledged that the IPA’s humor and potentially flawed personality could create severe
and dangerous risks if its functions are related to safety and must, therefore, be carefully
added.
“If you are using a shared vehicle and the vehicle tells you to park
over three parking spaces, you will most likely do it, since you don’t
own the care and don’t want to be responsible for making getting
the robot to malfunctioning by not listening to it”
(Aaron Steinfeld)
4.3.2.2 Personality & Voice
Regarding voice and personality of the IPA, Fjeld explains that the emotional relationship can
be compared with our relationship to music. It is all about finding a tone and melody which
emotionally appeal to the user. This is also pointed out by both Johnson and Steinfeld who
argues that everyone has preferences regarding the voice where some voices are more
appealing than others. Johnson points to the examples of Siri and Cortana whom both are
equipped with several voices to select between. Armstrong’s view aligns with both Steinfeld
and Johnson as he also believes that users would enjoy a more human-like IPA as long as it is
customizable. He describes that entertainment-related tasks such as switching radio channel
would be very well suited for an IPA with personality due to that it would be an entertaining
feature, but more importantly, it cannot do any harm. Albeit he also states that it very much
depends on the context and how the user will practice the IPA. Armstrong explains that if the
user is task-oriented and for example want navigation instructions, the IPA’s personality
should be kept to the bare minimum. He highlights the significance of options depending on
the situation and explains that you do not want a screaming voice guiding your navigation
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system. Steinfeld’s reasoning aligns with the reasoning of Armstrong where he guarantees
that the user will demand different tones, voices and gender alternatives to choose between.
This is even more important when considering users with hearing complications due to that
they rely on different voice frequencies.
“It is exactly as with music, different people like different types of
music. Different people also like different personalities and levels of
humanity from an IPA”
(Morten Fjeld)
According to Fjeld, it must be understood that it is a spectrum and it is very individually where
on this spectrum the user wants the IPA to be personality wise. Fjeld again draws a parallel
between the IPA and music where he explains that if you had offered a music service with
only one type of music, it would have rapidly eliminated a large part of the population due to
different likings. Hence, he highlights the magnitude of optionality for the user. Furthermore,
he does not believe that the human would like the machine to have feelings, however, that it
should be able to have a sense of humor as well as being able to recognize the user and
adapt after her. Johnson agrees with Fjeld that the IPA would need to be able to adapt as he
argues that there is a significant risk that an IPA with a personality will be rejected even if the
functionality is correct due to that personalities differ widely. He describes that by adding a
personality, you are adding a risk when considering user acceptance due to that the
personality must fit the user, it cannot be annoying, and it must be genuine to be accepted.
He nevertheless does not exclude the possibility that an IPA with a personality could enhance
user acceptance.
4.3.2.3 Social and cultural norms
Steinfeld explains that cultural and social norms have created entry barriers for people to use
an IPA. On the other hand, he also points out that due to earlier innovative services such as
Siri a lot of these barriers have already been eliminated. He argues that already at present
time, these barriers are substantially smaller than before and will continue to decline.
Armstrong also states that while social norms might play a role in user acceptance, he states
that these social norms pale in comparison to the perceived usefulness. He stresses that the
user will not care about what others think about the IPA as long as it is useful for the user
herself. Armstrong clarifies that the IPA must only be better than the old service it is replacing.

4.3.3 Control beliefs
Control beliefs are the user’s assessment of the IPA based upon impediments and
constraining factors to perform actions (de Graaf et al., 2017). In this last section of the TPB
model, empirical findings concerning previous experience, security and privacy issues are
presented.
4.3.3.1 User segment
According to Fjeld, people are not used to interacting with robots, and it is undoubtedly
influencing the general attitude towards the technology. However, Fjeld also points out that
it depends on the user group as the attitude differs between various groups. Accordingly, the
younger population is often first-movers and more positive towards interacting with robots.
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The reason for this is according to Fjeld the learning curve, where he points out that younger
people generally have easier to learn new things and are usually more open to learning due
to that they are born into these technologies. Hence, this frequently leads to that the younger
segment is more broadminded and curious about the technology.
4.3.3.2 Previous experience
”An entry-bias occurs upon exposure, meaning that if you had a
positive and reliable experience previously, you are more likely to
use the technology again”
(Aaron Steinfeld)
Fjeld emphasizes that technological experience plays an important role as the user will have
a higher acceptance and understanding towards similar technology and thus put more time
to grasp how it works. He continues to explain that this is because new technologies often
require a learning period, nonetheless it does not necessarily mean that the user will be better
practicing the technology. Steinfeld also explains that positive earlier experiences will almost
always lead to a positive bias towards the technology, nevertheless the same goes for
negative ones. He also points out that there is a type of inertia behavior where the user tends
to continue to use the technology when already adopted it.
Contrary to Fjeld’s and Steinfeld’s opinions, Johnson argues that previous experience is not
necessarily that crucial due to that people generally are rather good at adapting to systems,
much better than one might suspect. He therefore instead points out that the key to creating
user acceptance for IPA’s lies in its fit with the user where the objective is to minimize the user
adoption requirements. Hence, Steinfeld explains that the IPA must be designed around the
user’s needs and work.
According to Armstrong, experience might matter to some degree when considering user
acceptance. However, he stresses that the chief factor which will determine if the IPA will be
accepted or not depends on how useful it is compared to alternatives.
“People will be much more willing to accept a robot if what it
provides is novel or more useful than other options providing the
same tasks”
(Stuart Armstrong)
4.3.3.3 Technical errors
The tolerance level for technical errors varies depending on the industry, and it is described
by Fjeld that within industries where functions are vital to work, such as in cars or health care,
the tolerance level is extremely low for errors. However, if the functions are not critical and if
the user genuinely feels that she gains an advantage by using it, the tolerance level is
considerably higher. Fjeld means that the IPA is particularly interesting due to that it locates
itself in between, with both safety critical functions as well as some functions that are not.
Hence, the tolerance level will vary depending on the type of use. Technical errors that are
driving related must be kept at a low level while the tolerance level will be higher for the
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entertainment system. However, only as long as the user feels that the benefits are exceeding
the errors.
4.3.3.4 Privacy & Security
It is described by Fjeld that the user desire to have control over the IPA and their own privacy.
Security in regards of data and hacker threats is a severe risk according to both Armstrong
and Johnson where the latter stresses that the IPA must have access to individual personal
information to be able to work well and answer requests. Hence, it will hold all important
information and historical data which makes identity theft a severe issue. Additionally,
Armstrong expresses concerns about new regulations, security and data leakage that could
be damaging for future usage of an in-car IPA. In regard to data leakage and security, he
believes that there is a risk of bad word-of-mouth and horror stories diffusing about how bad
IPAs are if they would not function from the beginning. Along this line, Johnson highlights
that to reach user acceptance it is important that the system is trusted.

Table 4. 7 Empirical Findings, TPB-model
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5. Analysis

In this part, we will with the aid of our theoretical framework interpret and identify how the
empirical findings deviate as well as correspond to the theoretical findings. This chapter will
be built as a three-stage rocket, where the first part will be an analysis of Lynk & Co’s
customer-centric transformation and value proposition. After that, empirical findings from HRI
respondents and theory from the TPB model is analyzed and compared to discern important
factors when considering user acceptance of the IPA. Finally, in the last stage of the rocket,
the Kano model is applied where empirical findings from the previous stages are employed
together with the additional HRI analysis in order to understand how Lynk & Co should focus
their resources when designing the IPA.

5.1 The customer-centric transformation of the manufacturing industry

As discussed in the theoretical framework, there is a broad range of researchers advocating
for manufacturing firms to adopt a customer-centric approach instead of the more traditional
product-centric approach (Vargo & Lusch, 2011; Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009;
Gebauer and Fleisch, 2007; Mathieu, 2001). They argue that manufacturing organizations
today genuinely need to place the customer at the center to achieve long-term success (ibid.).
The primary material clearly shows that this reasoning is supported in the empirical setting of
Lynk & Co as well, with all of the respondents stating both directly and indirectly that it is the
customer and not the car which is at the center of their organization. None of the respondents
spoke in terms of selling cars, however, what they did speak about at great length was selling
mobility. This is right in line with how Vargo & Lusch (2004) argue that customers today do
not want to buy tangible products, they want to buy the satisfaction of their needs. Moreover,
three of four respondents talked about Lynk & Co’s role of being part of a greater mobilityequation, which confirms the holistic and customer-centric approach they adopt. There is
however a point that should be made in conjunction with the analysis above. Lynk & Co is a
newly formed organization, something that both LynkCo1 and LynkCo4 discusses at great
length. This means that they most likely have been a customer-centric organization from the
beginning, which is important since this means that they cannot be used as empirical proof
as an organization who has transformed from a product-centric to a customer-centric
organization. Nevertheless, this should not be viewed as a detriment in regard to the overall
customer-centric approach of manufacturing organization. With Lynk & Co being a newly
formed organization, it is very interesting that they apply a customer-centric approach from
the beginning, and thereby arguably bypasses the entire transformation-part.
There is another crucial aspect of the customer-centric approach which is highlighted in the
theoretical framework by Bains, Lightfoot, Benedettini and Kay (2009). They state that there
is a significant strategic advantage to be had for the manufacturing organizations who manage
to leverage their customer-knowledge in order to create a customized offering consisting of
both products and services (Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009). This was something
that all of the respondents from Lynk & Co spoke about in some capacity. Especially two of
the respondents, LynkCo4 and LynkCo3, discussed at great length how Lynk & Co’s chief
strategic advantage would be created by how well they manage to personalize their offering
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for the customers with different services and solutions. LynkCo4’s discussion regarding the
importance of building a digital platform to serve as the foundation for Lynk & Co’s total value
proposition further strengthens the argument that Lynk & Co primarily want to sell an offering
consisting of both products and services.
One interesting point which needs to be analyzed further is the one regarding corecompetencies. As pointed out in the theoretical framework, Vargo and Lusch (2004) among
others state that even though manufacturing organization indeed should adopt customercentric and service-dominant logic, they still need to base their main offering around their
core competencies. They continue to state that organizations first have based their offering
around their core competencies, and then in a second step tailor the offering to their customer
(ibid.). The respondents from Lynk & Co do not entirely support this notion. As
aforementioned, Lynk & Co is focused on the entirety of the customer experience, offering
mobile flexibility. However, when discussing what their main strength is, and how this can be
leveraged to help the customer, most respondents fall back on the notion that they want to
help their customer to become more flexible. If this were looked from the lens of Vargo and
Lusch (2004), one would assume that the respondents would have a more precise image of
what Lynk & Co’s core competencies were, and how these would be harnessed to maximize
the customer value. This is not the case at Lynk & Co, however, no, the respondents instead
painted a picture where they base their offering around their customer and then tailor it based
on their competencies, which is the other way around. It should be noted that this finding can
be interpreted in at least two different ways. On the one hand, one could argue that Lynk &
Co genuinely believe that it is better for a customer-centric organization like them to base
their offering around their customer and then to tailor it to their core competencies. However,
it could also be argued that Lynk & Co maintains this belief due to their relatively young age
as an organization and that they are yet to define what their core-competencies will become.
This is consistent with the point Vargo and Lusch (2004) makes regarding the difficulty for new
organizations to identify their core competencies. It is interesting that Lynk & Co are fitting
into this mold of a new organization which struggles with defining their core competencies,
and their remedy for this is to go with a customer-centric approach entirely. It remains to be
seen if they stand by this choice or revert to the academically advocated route of basing the
value-proposition around their core competencies.
There is, however, one big part of the service-dominant logic which the empirics strengthen
entirely, and that is the change in how organizations deliver their product. Chandler and Lusch
(2015) state that manufacturing organizations should change the way they sell their product.
Moving for a linear model where the manufacturing organization sells a product in a one-time
purchase to the customer, towards a circular model with the manufacturing firm retaining the
ownership of the tangible good and instead charges a user fee. This subscription-based
model is a cornerstone in the offering from Lynk & Co according to the respondents and
aligns fully with the view of Chandler and Lusch (2015). What the empirics additionally state
is the importance that a subscription-model like this plays in regard to the prolonged
relationship it creates with their customer. The respondents from Lynk & Co view their
subscription-model as a foundation for strategic benefits in terms of future customerinteractions, something that Kowalkowski (2011) also argues in the theoretical framework.
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To conclude, the results of this study reveal that Lynk & Co broadly align in their customercentric approach with the theory presented in this thesis. Lynk & Co is an empirical example
of an organization which adopts a customer-centric approach over a product-centric approach
and bases most parts of their value proposition from this. There have also been some
interesting findings in regard to Lynk & Co being a new organization and the possible
implications this has, both in terms of the absence of a transformation as well as what role the
core competencies are allowed to play.

5.2 Value proposition

In the theoretical framework, several authors express the lack of practical examples of
organizations who work with the concept of the value proposition within their organization
(Anderson, Narus & Rossum, 2006; Lindic & Marques da Silva, 2011). What was discovered
through the in-depth interviews with the various managers at Lynk & Co are however that
their organization really works rather intensely from a value proposition-based foundation. As
Lindic and Marques da Silva (2011) explains, the remedy for organizations who wants to
operationalize the concept of the value proposition within their organization is to focus on
what their customer truly value in terms of their underlying needs and not products and
services. This is very similar to the reasoning found throughout the empirical material where
the respondents from Lynk & Co time and time again proclaim that they are more interested
in the mobility and flexibility need rather than what product and services they have. This
approach is best exemplified by the IT-manager LynkCo3 who in her interview states “I do
not care about the technology one bit, I only care about the customer”.
Another topic which is discussed at great length in the theory is the “all benefits-approach”
versus the “resonating focus” (Anderson, Narus & Rossum, 2006). Organizations who adopt
the all benefits approach communicates all the possible benefits they can supply their
customer with while adopting the resonating focus approach means that an organization only
communicates the few benefits which they think will help their customer the most (ibid.). The
empirical material shows that Lynk & Co is a rather interesting example here because they
currently reside at something which can be looked upon as a crossroad between the two
aforementioned approaches. On the one hand, two of the respondents state that it is of great
importance that they manage to only offer the customer services that they truly want and
need, which certainly echoes the resonating focus-approach. On the other hand, the two
other respondents state that they want to offer their customer an all-inclusive service, which
more sounds like the all benefits-approach. The question that needs to be asked here if it
necessarily needs to be viewed as an all benefits-approach to offer an all-inclusive service,
even if this actually is exactly what the customer is looking for. The theory supplies no specific
answer to this question. Nevertheless, it should be noted that it certainly does leave the value
proposition vulnerable towards potential failure if they do not manage to deliver a rather
ambitious offering of a perfectly suited all-inclusive service for each of their customer. It still
remains to be seen which way Lynk & Co choose to go.
The last point which will be highlighted in this part of the analysis is regarding the credibility
of the value proposition. According to Carter and Ejara (2007), it is crucial that an organization
succeeds in convincing their customer of the credibility of their value proposition. This aspect
was highlighted particularly during the interview with LynkCo4, who stated that due to Lynk
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& Co being a new organization, they lack the comfort provided by having a legacy to fall back
on. He explains that this could be viewed as a positive in some respects since it provides them
with the freedom to create a more original value proposition, but he also states that it might
hurt them in terms of credibility. LynkCo2 also highlighted this during her interview when
stating that their customers will probably have a lower tolerance for error when dealing with
Lynk & Co in the beginning. The main reason for this was attributed to the absence of previous
positive experience that Lynk & Co could leverage with their customers, which according to
LynkCo2 makes it extremely important for Lynk & Co only to release well-polished products
and services. This ties back to the importance of credibility, and the fact that even though
Lynk & Co do not have a proven track record to fall back on already, even the more critical it
becomes only to deliver well-polished products, something that will be discussed more below
in the Kano-model part of the analysis.
To sum it up, Lynk & Co is an excellent practical example of an organization who is conscious
of their value proposition and uses it as proposed by the theory. Moreover, even though Lynk
& Co is found to be focusing on their customer's underlying need, just as research has found
to be the most successful route to go, they still seem undecided upon the question regarding
all benefits-approach versus the resonation focus-approach. Moreover, the interviews
affirmed the concern regarding credibility which the theory focuses on by stating that one of
Lynk & Co’s most important missions is to establish credibility with their customers from day
one by not releasing any under-worked products or services.

5.3 The revised theory of planned behavior

In this second part of the analysis, the empirical findings from HRI experts will be compared
against the TPB theoretical framework to identify what factors that influence an IPA’s user
acceptance.

5.3.1 Attitudinal beliefs
5.3.1.1 Companionship
Attitudinal beliefs represent the user’s favorable and unfavorable anticipated beliefs about
interacting with a robot and includes both hedonic and utilitarian attitudes (de Graaf &
Allouch, 2013). It is argued by de Graaf et al. (2017) that hedonic social interactions are the
most crucial aspect to consider when interacting with a social robot. This is furthermore
strengthened by several researchers in the theoretical framework that emphasizes enjoyment,
companionship, sociability, and anthropomorphism as critical factors when evaluating the
user experience of social robots (Heerink et al., 2010; Shin & Choo, 2011; Dautenhahn, 2006;
de Graaf et al., 2017). Empirical findings from Fjeld aligns with the theory explaining that it is
reasonable to think that users would like to have IPAs as friends because of their arguable
resemblance to pets. This also conforms with Steinfeld’s line of argument regarding that
humans tend to anthropomorphize robots. Contrariwise to theory, empirical findings from
both Steinfeld and Johnson however illustrate that it will depend on who the user is and what
this user would like to use the IPA for. Thereto, the latter argue that the IPA must be contextsensitive and adapt after the user. Based on the writing above, it can be understood that while
it is not required for the IPA to have social functions to be accepted by users, interactive skills
and sociability would substantially help. A statement that also gets theoretical support from
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Kurosu (2014), Park and Kwon (2016) and Dautenhahn (2007) who argues that well-developed
social and interactive skills are crucial for a social robot. This line of argument is extended by
both Louie et al. (2014) and de Graaf et al. (2017) who highlight that high enjoyment can be
reached if the robot can develop conversations.
In line with the reasoning above, it could further be argued that the acceptance depends
heavily on who the user is and this user’s intentions with the service which also could explain
the diverging opinions in the empirical findings. Nevertheless, in history, humans have always
managed to anthropomorphize non-human entities, and it should not be any different with
robots. The potential for anthropomorphism is thus argued to be an essential force that
influences hedonic beliefs. Nevertheless, empirical findings from Armstrong indicate that until
actual IPAs with fully developed personalities who are able to have decent conversations
starts to exist, the functional aspect of the robot is going to be of greater importance. Hence,
what he underlines is that IPAs are not yet good enough to have more in-depth and involved
conversations with the user, and it is therefore nothing that should be pushed upon the user
yet.
5.3.1.2 Quality & Technical errors
Empirical findings from all respondents argued that quality alignment between the service
and car is important and that the IPA is required to work well from the beginning or it will
negatively influence the user’s perception of the whole product, including the car. These
empirical findings align with Yuksel et al. (2017) statement regarding that the first impression
is vital when considering using an IPA again as well as what de Graaf et al. (2017) emphasize
regarding that past experiences influencing the user’s decision when considering repeated
interactions. The empirics are further strengthened by Anastasiou et al. (2013) who highlight
that the user experience is evaluated based on the quality of the service and its overall
technological solution. Based on the alignment above, it can be stated with some certainty
that the quality of the IPA should at least hold the same quality as the car that will be launched.
This is due to that the quality of the IPA will influence both the user’s attitude towards the car
and further if the IPA is accepted and used again.
The line of argument above reconciles with Johnson’s, who states that when technology fails
people, they are not forgiving. This also complies with what Yuksel et al. (2017) accentuate
concerning that technical errors are seen as disastrous, and Dietvorst et al. (2014) opinion
about that humans are less tolerant to technical errors compared to human errors.
Consequently, Yuksel et al. (2017) argue that it is critical that the system is reliable and
trustworthy. Hence, based on what is stated above and in accordance with de Graaf et al.
(2017) who states that to avoid technical errors the IPA should be focused on specific areas
where it can excel at, one could further conclude that the IPA should hold fewer functions that
it excels at. It could thereupon be argued that an IPA which holds fewer functions from the
start will bear less technical errors and offer greater high-quality solutions within its field. An
additional argument for this is empirically presented by Steinfeld who believes that an IPA
should be more streamlined and scaled down to fewer functions to hinder distractions when
driving.
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5.3.1.3 Functionality
Overall, when considering functions, it is stated by Fjeld that the user most likely is open for
the machine to perform tasks where the IPA can match the user’s intelligence level. This is
directly related to what both Fink et al. (2013) and de Graaf et al. (2017) underline concerning
that if the robot is not perceived as useful in the beginning, it will not be used for long.
Usefulness is considered by a considerable amount of theory as the single most important
factor to take into consideration for social robots to be accepted (Shin & Shoo, 2011; Heerink
et al., 2010; Park & Kwon, 2016). This argumentation is empirically strengthened by Johnson
who describes that for an IPA to be truly effective it has to be more knowledgeable than
merely dealing with one command. Additionally, Steinfeld describes that if the IPA performs
tasks that are not expected by the user it is perceived as much more intelligent and
appreciated.
Perceived Intelligence is a factor connected to usefulness which influences user acceptance
that has emerged lately according to Cuijpers et al. (2011). This too is supported by de Graaf
and Allouch (2013) who believe that if the robot appears more intelligent, it will be perceived
as more genuine, realistic, likable and useful. In respect to the above, it should be seen as
critical for the IPA to be useful and furthermore be able to not only perform tasks that are
demanded but also unexpected appreciated duties for the user. Furthermore, from our
accounts and in relation to the above, a proactive IPA could be perceived as more intelligent
and useful. This is likewise in harmony with empirical findings from both Armstrong and
Johnson who state that an IPA should be able to push out information and not only speak
whenever asked to as long as the information is useful. With support from the above, it can
also be argued that the IPA should be proactive in accordance with Johnson, Steinfeld and
Armstrong belief due to that it will be perceived more intelligent, and its usefulness will be
further enhanced.
One problem highlighted empirically by the majority of the interviewed experts is marketing
issue when designing a proactive IPA, in the sense that a poorly designed proactiveness risks
that the IPA starts pushing out annoying unwanted advertising rather than useful information.
Accordingly, Armstrong states that the user will rapidly become annoyed and stop using it
and thereto underlines that a too proactive IPA additionally could be dangerous and distract
the driver. Problems with marketing issues and a too proactive IPA is further supported by
empirical findings from Steinfeld who exemplifies the issues with both Microsoft’s agent
“Clippy” and the Star Wars robot “C3PO. According to Steinfeld, “Clippy” failed because it
was too proactive and “C3PO” because it was too annoying, and he, therefore, stresses that
the level of interaction must be established carefully. As a result of the above, one could state
that while perceived intelligence and proactiveness are essential factors influencing user
acceptance of an IPA, it is vital that these functions are balanced and designed carefully to
avoid a too proactive IPA pushing out worthless information.
5.3.1.4 Trust
It is emphasized by Yuksel et al. (2017) that to enhance the trust in an IPA, it is vital that it
explains its decisions. This is strengthened by Johnson who states that to reach user
acceptance three key factors must be fulfilled to achieve the user’s trust; observability,
predictability, and directability. These three factors mean that the user must be able to
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monitor what the IPA is doing, execute tasks that are in line with the user’s expectations as
well as explain the decisions taken. The IPA should also be able to be customized after specific
user needs. In accordance with theory and empirical findings, trust should be viewed as an
important factor to consider which can be enhanced by the IPA through explaining its decision
to the user.
5.3.1.5 Conclusion attitudinal beliefs
To sum up, it can be stated that an IPA should have interactive skills and sociability functions
to enhance user acceptance but that it equally much depends on who the user is and this
user’s intentions with the service. Furthermore, anthropomorphism was found to be very
present within the field of IPAs, which indicates that these services will be used as social
companions onwards. However, before reaching this state, the technology must be further
developed.
It is also critical that the IPA at least reaches the same level of quality as Lynk & Co’s car due
to that the user has little patience when technology does not work as intended. Thereto,
technical errors will create a negative attitude towards the car which should be avoided by
streamlining the IPA with fewer functions that it instead can excel at. Regarding usefulness, it
is vital that the IPA is perceived useful, can perform unexpected appreciated duties and
contain a balanced proactiveness. Finally, it can be concluded that it is crucial that the user
trusts the IPA, which the IPA can enhance by explaining its decisions.

5.3.2 Social normative beliefs
5.3.2.1 Customization
It is declared by several researchers in the theoretical framework that the IPA must be able to
handle natural nuances of the language to be accepted (Anastasiou et al., 2013; Louie, McColl
& Nejat, 2014; de Graaf et al. 2017). This is empirically strengthened by Johnson and Steinfeld
who share the same view and explain that each user has unique preferences regarding the
voice for the IPA whereas some voices are more appealing than others. Steinfeld even
guarantees that the user will demand different tones, voices and gender alternatives to
choose between. Armstrong continues to build on this notion as he also believes that it is
essential with different tones in different contexts and underlines the significance of
customizability. A point of view that is strengthened by Fjeld who draws a parallel to humans’
relation with music where he explains that it is all about finding a tone and melody that
emotionally appeal to the user. Based on the alignment above between theory and empirical
findings it can be stated that the IPA cannot in any circumstances be designed with a
monotone voice, whereas it must at least be able to switch between different tones and
voices. Furthermore, one could argue that the IPA should be designed with options to select
the type of voice, gender, and tone due to that each individual has distinctive preferences.
5.3.2.2 Adaption
The conclusion above furthermore conforms with the theoretical findings presented by both
Tay, Jung & Park (2014) as well as by Jonsson & Dahlbäck (2014) who claim that user
acceptance is enhanced if the robot has a matching gender and similar personality traits. It is
thereto explained by Yuksel et al. (2017) that users prefer to interact with robots that are more
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similar to themselves and particularly systems that become more like them over time. Both
Fjeld and Johnson confirm this empirically and describe that it is vital for the IPA to adjust
itself to match the user and to be context-sensitive. Based on the substantial evidence found
both empirically and theoretically, it can be claimed that the IPA should be able to learn about
the user over time and consequently adapt to the user’s behavior. This would enhance not
only the user acceptance and usefulness of the IPA but also its customization capabilities.
5.3.2.3 Personality
Concerning personality, empirical findings from both Fjeld and Johnson emphasize that it is
vital that the IPA’s personality fit the user’s personality, or it will be perceived as annoying.
Fjeld continues to underline that different individuals like different personalities as well as
different levels of humanity from an IPA. This is closely related to what several researchers in
the theoretical framework argue regarding that a familiar speech-like style, classified as an
interaction between people in the same age and social role was preferred by users (Kim et
al., 2013; Dautenhahn, 2007; Louise et al., 2014). Additional theory states that people are
more willing to communicate with robots that call the user by their name and applies a familiar
speech style (Jonsson & Dahlbäck, 2014; Kim et al., 2013).
It is furthermore stated in the theoretical framework by Bickmore and Pickard (2005) that a
social-emotional and relationship building IPA is more trusted, liked and used than one that
only is task-oriented. Similarly, empirical findings from Armstrong refer back to the
significance of a context-based IPA where he explains that functions such as entertainmentrelated tasks would suit an IPA with personality, while more task-oriented functions such as
navigation should keep the personality at the bare minimum. Thereto, both Armstrong and
Fjeld explained during their interviews that a more human-like IPA would be appreciated as
long as it is customizable, which is in accordance to what Louie et al. (2014) claim regarding
that human-like communication abilities spur adoption and user acceptance. From the abovementioned, it can be inferred that it will be important for the IPA to hold a personality that is
human-like to enhance the user acceptance. It can also be concluded that this human-like
personality would be much more appreciated if it could fit the user’s own personality as well
as build a relationship with the user. Nevertheless, one could argue that there also is a risk of
adding a personality, which is stressed by Johnson in the empirical findings where he argues
that an IPA with personality raises the risk to be rejected even though all functionalities work
perfectly. The reasoning behind this claim is due to that the personality of the user and IPA
must fit or otherwise be viewed as annoying.
5.3.2.4 Humor
In regard to the IPA’s ability to be humorous the theory states that it is of vital importance
that the robot has well-developed social and interactive skills for it to work within areas where
collaboration and interaction with humans are required (Dautenhahn, 2007; Kurosu, 2014).
This aligns with the empirical material collected from Fjeld where he explains that an IPA is
more than welcome to have humor and to be able to recognize the user. Along the same line
Steinfeld declare that humor is an essential quality for the IPA to possess due to that it will be
perceived as more intelligent, instill safeness and confidence to the user. Nonetheless, de
Graaf et al. (2017) warn that too much flattery or humor from the robot will cause the user to
be suspicious and hinder user acceptance. This aligns with empirical findings from Johnson
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who highlights that the IPA could be perceived as fake and not genuine, consequently
hindering user acceptance. Arras and Cerqui (2005) also argue against sociability functions
and questions if a user genuinely would like to share their social and emotional feelings with
a robot and add that the usefulness should not under any circumstances be down-prioritized
in comparison to social skills.
Based on the analysis above, one could argue that an IPA should possess some degree of
humor and recognition capabilities to enhance the social and interactive qualities. Moreover,
even though too much flattery has shown to hinder user acceptance, research by de Graaf et
al. (2017) have also found that humans are receptive to flattery from robots which makes one
willing to argue that it should be able to use sweet-talk in suiting contexts. This line of
argument is strengthened theoretically by both Louie et al. (2014) and de Graaf et al. (2017)
who states that a user is more likely to interact with a robot that offers a higher level of
engagement by developing conversations. Based on the alignment between the theoretical
and empirical findings it can be concluded that flattery, humor and recognition capabilities
will enhance user acceptance. Finally, it must be underlined that usefulness must still be highly
prioritized in accordance with the theoretical framework and interviewees.
5.3.2.5 Privacy & Trust
In terms of individual norms societal impact, privacy and trust have shown to be influential
factors when evaluating a social robot. Research by de Graaf et al. (2017) concluded that the
lacking competence of using a robot, privacy issues and the belief that it is undesirable to
interact with robots influences user acceptance negatively. This is strengthened empirically
by both Steinfeld and Armstrong who argued that cultural and social norms influence the user
acceptance of IPAs. Albeit, Steinfeld further adds that much of these barriers have already
been eliminated due to previous similar innovative services such as Siri and it will accordingly
continue to decline. Armstrong agrees with Steinfeld that the social norms have been
reduced, but instead believes that the reason for the decline depends on the IPA’s usefulness.
He argues that the user will not care about what others think about the IPA as long as it is
useful and as long as it is better than the old service it replaces. Based on the above, it can
be argued that the entry barriers from cultural and social norms have been reduced as a result
of a combination of rapid technological developments and the IPA’s enhanced usefulness.
Accordingly, one could further argue that the already commercially produced IPA’s have
enhanced the user acceptance of further new similar inventions.
5.3.2.6 Conclusion social normative beliefs
To conclude, it was found that the IPA cannot be designed with a monotone voice and it
should at least be able to switch between different tones and voices. Furthermore, as each
user has distinct preferences it should be customizable by the user and the IPA itself should
be able to learn and adapt to the user over time to suit the user’s behavior. This would
accordingly enhance user acceptance, usefulness, and customization capabilities. In regard
to the IPA’s personality and humor, it could be concluded that a human-like personality
enhances the user acceptance. Subsequently, the IPA would be more appreciated if it would
fit the user’s own personality as well as being able to build relations with people. However, it
could also be concluded that by adding a personality an additional risk follows due to the
danger of not matching the user. Lastly, it was found that while individual norms are influential
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on user acceptance, the entry barriers from cultural and social norms have been substantially
reduced due to a combination of previous similar services and a high degree of usefulness
offered by the IPA.

5.3.3 Control beliefs
5.3.3.1 Previous experience
As discussed above, Fong et al. (2003) states that previous experience of either using robots
or simply technology, in general, have shown to be an essential factor that affects user
acceptance, particularly when considering new users of robots. This is defined by Steinfeld in
the empirics as entry-bias, which occurs when the user is more likely to use the technology
again if it had a positive and reliable experience before. Nevertheless, while he states that
positive earlier experiences almost always lead to a positive bias towards the technology, the
same goes for negative ones. Steinfeld’s point of view is strengthened by Fjeld who explains
that technological experience plays an essential role as the user will have a higher acceptance
and understanding towards similar technology that the user already feels confident in using.
Fjeld explains that users with previous experience with other new technologies are more
tolerant and patient. Accordingly, theoretical findings from Ahlgren and Verner (2009) also
found that previous successful experiences within the field of HRI enhance user acceptance
due to that it increases the user’s confidence and lowers the anxiety. Based on the alignment
between the theory and empirical findings it can be concluded that previous experience with
similar technology should be seen as an important ingredient that enhance user acceptance.
5.3.3.2 Self-efficacy
In the empirics, it is stated by Johnson that it is vital that the IPA is designed around the user’s
needs in order to create user acceptance. Thus, Johnson explains that the key to creating
acceptance is to minimize the degree to which the user has to adapt. Armstrong, on the other
hand, argues that for the IPA to be accepted it depends on how novel and useful it is
compared to alternatives. The empirical findings above are connected to what LaRose and
Eastin (1994) state regarding self-efficacy, which is the user’s self-belief in understanding and
managing the technology on their own. Along this line, theory from Louie et al. (2014) argues
that previous experience is not immensely important if the IPA is designed so it is perceived
easy to use, whereas Serenko (2008) stresses that confidence and user-independence are
particularly important factors when considering user acceptance.
Thereto, Serenko (2008) also emphasizes personal innovativeness, meaning that some people
are more willing to test new technologies than others, as a driving force when considering
user acceptance. This conforms with empirical material from Fjeld who argues that attitude
differs between user groups whereas younger people generally are more open towards
interacting with robots. He explains that it is related to the learning curve and that younger
people are both more open as well as have easier to learn new things. From our accounts,
both Johnson and Armstrong’s arguments are closely related to self-efficacy. This is because
self-efficacy is the user's belief in understanding and managing the technology by their own,
which is precisely what Johnson points out regarding the importance of matching the IPA with
the user’s capabilities to minimize her urgency to adapt. Secondly, Armstrong emphasizes the
importance of usability which is interconnected to the user’s belief in fully understanding and
managing the technology efficiently. Usability can further be associated with Louie’s et al.
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(2014) as well as Anastasiou et al. (2017) statements regarding that the IPA must be perceived
easy to use. Hence, one could argue that self-efficacy should be viewed as a vital ingredient
to consider when designing an IPA, which not necessarily requires previous experience if the
IPA is designed rather uncomplicated. Nonetheless, previous experience should still be seen
as advantageous in accordance with the theory and empirical findings. Lastly, it could be
claimed that younger people possess a higher degree of personal innovativeness and
therefore consequently more open to use IPAs.
5.3.3.3 Privacy
In the theoretical framework, de Graaf et al. (2017) state that one of the largest barriers to
user acceptance of social robots is the one concerning privacy issues. According to the
literature, users would like to possess control over the data gathered by the IPA and
particularly desire to be able to delete parts or all the data. This is strengthened empirically
by Johnson who argues that the user must be able to have control over the robot. Security
concerning data and hacker threats is, however, a severe risk that is emphasized by both
Armstrong and Johnson where the latter stresses that the IPA must have access to a lot of
data and personal information in order for it work well. Hence, the IPA will hold a lot of
valuable information and historical data which makes identity theft a potential emerging
problem. From our accounts, cybersecurity will continue to be a significant issue. However,
to lower the concern and on the basis of the users control demand and privacy issues, it could
be argued along with Johnson that the robot’s stance should be observable as well as that
the data can be controlled and deleted manually by the user.
5.3.3.4 Conclusion control beliefs
To conclude, it can be stated that previous experience with similar technology enhances the
user experience. Moreover, self-efficacy was found to be an important factor due to that by
minimizing the user’s requirements to adapt as well as making the IPA easy to use, the user
will be able to operate more efficiently. It was also found that personal innovativeness can be
related to younger people. In regard to privacy and security, it can be concluded that the
data collected by the IPA should be able to be deleted manually by the user and the IPAs
ongoing actions should be observable. At last, it can be claimed that cybersecurity will
continue to be a challenge.
On the next page is a comprised table highlighting the factors where the empirical findings
of this thesis align with the literature. This table will, as explained below, make out a crucial
part of the Kano-model-analysis and subsequently the research-question of this study.
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Table 5. 1 Conclusion, TPB-model
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5.4 The Kano Model

This final part will tie together the two sub questions findings of this thesis where empirical
material from Lynk & Co’s value proposition canvas and the analysis of the Human-Robot
interaction part is linked together. This will be performed to understand how Lynk & Co should
prioritize when designing their IPA in order for it to align with their value proposition and in
what way each factor will create user acceptance.
As stated by Matzler et al. (1996) the framework provided by the Kano model can help the
understanding of what features are required to create a high-quality service that is
appreciated by the customer. Even more importantly, it can improve the understanding of
how a service’s different functions should be prioritized in terms of development and how
trade-offs should be solved (Madzík, 2016). This is why the Kano model will be used in this
last part of the analysis, in order to figure out how Lynk & Co should prioritize when designing
their IPA in order for it to align with their value proposition. To do this, the analysis will start
from twelve important factors related to user acceptance that was identified in the HRIanalysis part discussed above. These twelve factors are then placed in their respective
categories; must-be requirements, one-dimensional requirements or attractive requirements,
based on the empirical findings from the Lynk & Co’s value proposition discussed above in
conjunction with the most relevant findings from the interviews with the HRI experts.

5.4.1 Must-be requirements
As stated by LynkCo2 in the empirical findings, she acknowledges that the customer will not
be able to enjoy much of the gains if the pains are not removed first. This reasoning shares
clear similarities to the must-be requirements in the Kano model as Tontini (2007) argues that
the must-be requirements should be seen as prerequisites for the customer even to use the
product or service. This is also argued by Matzler et al. (1996) who means that these
requirements are essential functions and features that the service must hold to even be
considered by the customer.
The empirical material from the interviews with the respondents at Lynk & Co clearly
underlined the importance to offer a hassle-free customer experience with all-inclusive
services and not solely provide mobility, as all of the respondents pointed out this as crucial
for their proposition. This was accentuated by LynkCo1 and LynkCo4 in their claim that
complexity, effort spent and wasted time are clear pain points for the customer. Hence, to
minimize these pains and enhance user adoption one can argue that the IPA employed by
Lynk & Co has to be easy to use. To place easy to use as a must-be requirement is further
strengthened by the control beliefs analysis above where it is stated as a crucial aspect for
people to even consider using it while driving. Thereto, it was also found in the control beliefs
analysis that previous experience influences the user’s attitude and one could thus argue that
an easier to use IPA would set a better impression and user experience.
Furthermore, it is also emphasized by the Lynk & Co employees that their customers are open
urbanites who are tech-savvy, digital natives and open for new technology. This will arguably
lead to raised expectations on the quality of the service and it, therefore, becomes essential
to create a service that is perceived to have high quality when launched. This point of view is
reinforced by the analysis regarding the attitudinal beliefs where it is established that the
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service of the IPA at least has to possess the same level of quality as the car it is in. Moreover,
since it is spelled out in the empirics by LynkCo1 that Lynk & Co aims at producing a highquality premium car, it is safe to assume that the IPA also needs to have a high level of quality,
or it will risk not only damaging people's acceptance toward the IPA but towards the entire
car and subsequently the organization as a whole.
Closely connected with quality is technical errors which must be held to a minimum from the
beginning. It is clear in the analysis above when discussing the attitudinal beliefs that making
the minimization of technical errors a must-be requirement is a must for most organizations
creating an IPA, especially one which is used in a car. LynkCo2 further bolsters the importance
of this minimization of technical errors in a Lynk & Co’s setting since their customer value time
extremely high and thereby have no tolerance for things that do not work correctly. Thereto,
as Lynk & Co emphasize a hassle-free experience, it is suggested that the IPA developed by
Lynk & Co is streamlined with fewer well-developed functions, in the beginning, prioritizing
function over flair. This is consistent with the reasoning above, taking pain relievers over gain
creators, or must-be requirements over attractive requirements. An interesting aspect here
which goes hand in hand with the discussion regarding quality above is one highlighted by
LynkCo4. He states that as Lynk & Co do not have a long legacy to fall back on, it is critical
that they do not make any big mistakes early on to give themselves the best possible
opportunity to build a solid legacy from the beginning. This further stress the need to
minimize their technical errors in regard to the IPA from the start, or they will run the risk of
impacting the public's perception of Lynk & Co’s overall quality negatively and thereby giving
them a troublesome start when trying to building a legacy.
One of the more self-explanatory must-be requirements listed here is usefulness; the IPA has
to be useful to be accepted and used. This was cemented in two parts of the analysis above,
both in regard to the attitudinal beliefs and the social normative beliefs, where usefulness is
believed to help reduce the barriers to IPA-adoption created by social and normative stigmas.
Nevertheless, it is fairly easy to state that the IPA needs to be useful for people to accept it,
the trickier part is establishing how it actually becomes useful. However, by looking at the five
customer jobs identified in the value proposition canvas above, some guidance is to be found
of what Lynk & Co’s customer perceives as useful and how the IPA can leverage this. The five
customer jobs are; transportation, hassle-free mobility and flexibility, safety and digital
presence and the IPA can at least assist in four of these five jobs. Firstly, the IPA can offer a
continuous digital presence for each customer while they are in the car by making sure that it
is properly synced and working with the customer’s various social media outlets. Secondly, it
can help and support decisions concerning identified pain points such as car-maintenance
and car-cleaning proactively while at the same time helping to save time for the customer,
making their life both more flexible and less filled with hassles.
A fifth important aspect is security, and this is both in terms of driving-related security and
privacy security. The driving-related part is mainly concerning the well-functioning of the IPA.
If it works poorly, it will possibly run the risk of distracting the driver and making the driving
less secure, an aspect which always needs to be kept in mind, and which is discussed at
greater length above. The privacy security is also discussed somewhat in depth-above in the
control beliefs, and it is not very hard to understand why it is placed as a must-be requirement.
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As stated by both the respondents from Lynk & Co and in the analysis above, if the users of
the IPA suspect that their privacy might be compromised they will quickly stop using the IPA.
This becomes even more prevalent when it comes to proactiveness and how the customer
feels that their personal data is being stored and used, which is discussed more in the next
section. A final aspect of the usefulness which is a fitting end of the must-be requirement
section is the dimension brought up by LynkCo3 in the empirics. She states that the ultimate
goal for Lynk & Co is to create a toothbrush app, being that their app will not only be a useful
part of the customer’s life, it will be crucial, but also effective enough so that it only has to be
used twice a day.

Table 5. 2 Identified must-be requirement factors
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5.4.2 One-dimensional requirements
As stated by Rotar and Kozár (2017) the one-dimensional requirements are the competitive
layer of features that are compared with the competitor’s similar offerings. These are explicitly
articulated demands by the customer where customer satisfaction increases linearly and
proportionally to the factors performance (Tintino, 2017; Madzík, 2016).
One gain emphasized by all Lynk & Co respondents in the empirics was functional utility,
which concerns functions that can make the life easier for the customer. It is explained by
LynkCo1 that Lynk & Co aspire to be a part of the whole mobility equation instead of being
limited to the more traditional car-centric part of the mobility equation. He further underlines
that sometimes it is suboptimal to take the car for an entire trip, which is where an IPA could
play an important role. If the IPA is intelligent enough to predict where it is better to use
public transportation, walk or even ride a bike, and then communicate this to the Lynk & Co
customer, then her life will become much easier. This ties together with the first onedimensional requirement identified in this research, namely convenience. It can be argued
that the factor convenience and to what degree the IPA will be able to enhance and simplify
their customer’s life will be one of the most effective competitive layers for the IPA and
subsequently Lynk & Co to excel at. Convenience as a factor builds in a way from the factor
usefulness discussed above. Once the IPA is sought to be useful enough to be used, the more
convenient it makes the user’s life, the more competitive will it be, something which was
discussed in the attitudinal beliefs above. The importance of convenience was also argued by
LynkCo4 who pointed out in the empirics that the IPA will play a key role supplying the
customer with what he chose to call “lifestyle services”. This could be anything from helping
with the online-shopping, making sure that deliveries can be scheduled to the car directly by
communicating with the online-store and sending out digital keys to the delivery-company,
to giving the user accurate cost-estimations of what a trip to a specific destination or a change
of tiers would cost. The entire scope of convenience as a one-dimensional requirement is
coupled with the next requirement, proactiveness.
By stating that proactiveness is a crucial factor for Lynk & Co’s IPA it is argued that the better
the IPA becomes at pushing out useful information to the user, the more will the user
appreciate and use the IPA. This argument is partly based on the Lynk & Co’s respondents
concurrent opinion concerning that the IPA should be able to offer personalized
recommendations to the user. It is also based on the findings regarding the increased
perceived intelligence of the IPA stated in the attitudinal belief-part of the analysis above.
Accordingly, the customer satisfaction will increase proportionally in relation to how proactive
and useful information the IPA can offer. However, the proactiveness must be balanced and
it cannot under any circumstances push out marketing information which was emphasized as
a severe potential problem from all experts within HRI in the analysis above. As described by
LynkCo1, the information and offerings pushed out must be suited to the customer's
preferences, which goes hand-in-hand with the customization and optionality this requires
the IPA to deliver upon.
It is stated by the majority of the Lynk & Co respondents that their customer would like to feel
that they have the optionality to customize the offering in general, and the IPA in particular.
It is moreover emphasized by both LynkCo3 and LynkCo1 that the customer perceives it
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important that the car has a cool image which fits their individual preferences. This is
reinforced by the analysis above in both the social normative beliefs-part as well as in the
control beliefs-part where optionality is found to be a great source of competitive advantages
if modeled correctly. To be designed correctly in the case of Lynk & Co and their IPA means
that it needs to allow the customer to adopt the IPA according to her preferences and as the
options increase and become better, the customer will most certainly become more satisfied.
Hence, to achieve customizability and establish a connection with the driver one can see that
optionality is an essential function to be given.
The last one-dimensional requirement is well connected to the optionality; the tone of voice
of the IPA. This is a critical one-dimensional requirement, and the reason for this is also
established in the social normative beliefs-part of the analysis. A monotone voice will not be
attractive at all while a shifting tone of voice would both enhance the IPA’s coolness as well
as its perceived intelligence according to the analysis above. The option of choosing between
different tones and voices will furthermore close the distance towards a more human-like
personality and enhance the degree of anthropomorphism, consequently resulting in a more
likable, appreciated and accepted IPA. The better Lynk & Co manage to incorporate this in
their IPA, the more will they be able to satisfy their customer.

Table 5. 3 Identified one-dimensional requirement factors
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5.4.3 Attractive requirements
The attractive requirements are the functions that generate the highest customer satisfaction
and the so-called “wow” effect (Rotar & Kozár, 2017). According to Rotar and Kozár (2017), a
service should at least hold two of these to distinguish itself. These can be described as lowrisk, high reward functions due to that the customer does not expect them, and thereby
hopefully will make the customer very happy if they are spot on (Tintino, 2007). However, on
the other hand, if they do not hit the spot with the customer, it is unlikely that they will be
upset since they were not expecting it in the first place (ibid.). An advocate of these
requirements was Steve Jobs who argued that customer surveys were a waste of time since
the customer does not truly know what will amaze them and that it is up to the innovators to
show them (Madzík, 2016). To find these aspects, three factors have been identified as the
possible attractive requirements for Lynk & Co’s IPA, which will be explained below.
It has already been emphasized by the majority of the Lynk & Co respondents in the onedimensional requirements that optionality is crucial for their IPA. Furthermore, it was added
that the customer would acknowledge and appreciate if the service is tailored to them, their
habits and preferences. This personalized user adoption is already recognized as a significant
benefit in the attitudinal belief section in the analysis above where it is explained that users
generally find an IPA to feel radically more useful as well as meaningful when it is adapting
and learning after the user. Combined with the aforementioned empirics from the
respondents at Lynk & Co also claiming that this user would be pleasantly surprised by a
personally adopted IPA, user adoption of the IPA based on the user’s behavior is identified
as a potentially significant attractive requirement. This will, in turn, enhance the customization
capabilities of the service. Thereto, by being able to adapt to the user’s behavior and needs,
the IPA will be able to ease the life of the user by recognizing her wants and needs by itself.
This will not only function as an attractive requirement but also in time the must-be
requirements as well as the one-dimensional requirements.
The second identified factor of the IPA which is expected to become a wow-factor is
companionship. The rationale for this originates from the conversation above where the HRI
experts articulate that humans tend to anthropomorphize non-human entities which enhances
their engagement level with objects such as an IPA. In the case of Lynk & Co, this is best
leveraged by offering the customer a hassle-free companionship from the IPA, well-equipped
with social abilities which also are appreciated by the user according to the HRI empirical and
theoretical findings. However, it should be noted that companionship could not be found in
the value proposition canvas derived from Lynk & Co employees. Nevertheless, it is entirely
plausible that companionship from an IPA should be seen as an extension of customizability
in the cases which the customer desires this. Moreover, with it being that Lynk & Co’s
customers are digital natives who are open for new technologies it is not unlikely that they
would go under this category identified by the experts. Companionship is closely connected
with the last excitement factor, which is the IPA’s personality, where it has been shown that
an IPA with personality is more appreciated and likable. Personality is also glaring with its
absence in the value proposition canvas, but one could argue that the reason for neither
companionship nor personality being mentioned by the Lynk & Co respondents is the same
reason that makes them excitement factors, thus that they are very hard to pinpoint. This
aligns with the theory stating that the attractive requirements are expectations or demands
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that the customer does not know that they have but when fulfilled is hugely appreciated
(Matzler et al., 1996). Based on this reasoning, it should not be surprising that the experts
within HRI are the ones who are the prominent voices in this part of the analysis.

Table 5. 4 Identified attractive requirement factors
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5.4.4 Conclusion the Kano Model
As can be seen by the completed Kano-model below, the twelve different factors can on the
basis of the discussion above be allocated in the three different categories in the Kano model.
It can be stated that while the must-be and one-dimensional requirements were rather easy
to allocate due to strengthened by both empirical findings and theory, the attractive
requirements, on the other hand, were a bit more problematic to establish. This is due to that
the customer has a hard time identifying them before being presented to them commercially,
which as discussed above, is the reason to why they are placed in the attractive requirements
category, to begin with.

Figure 5. 1 Conclusion the Kano model
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6. Conclusion

In this final chapter, we aim to answer the thesis main research question with the assistance
of the two sub-questions. Based on the answers, we will thereafter give recommendations to
Lynk & Co as well as discussing the academical implications. Finally, this part will be roundedoff with our own thoughts on what fields that could need additional future research.
To investigate how Lynk & Co should design their Intelligent Personal Assistant to align with
their value proposition, two sub-questions first had to be asked and answered. The first subquestion constituted the starting point and subsequently one of the cornerstones of the
thesis. This asked to investigate if Lynk & Co aligned with the theoretical framework
concerning the customer-centric approach of manufacturing organizations and adapted
a customer-centric approach through their organization. After in-depth interviews with four
managers from Lynk & Co, it could be concluded that the company indeed does adopt a
customer-centric approach, much in alignment with what the theoretical framework proposes.
There were, however, some interesting discrepancies identified between what the theoretical
framework and the empirics stated in regard to what the foundation of the value proposition
should be based around. The literature states rather adamantly that customer-centric
organizations still need to look within the organization and base their value proposition
around their own core competencies, and then subsequently tailor the value proposition
around their customer. On the contrary, the respondents from Lynk & Co argued that a
customer-centric approach implicates that the organization bases its value proposition around
the customer and then tailor it around its core competencies. There is no clear answer to what
the correct approach is here, but the question of “how customer-centric is customer-centric
enough” is a fascinating question that needs to be investigated further.
The second cornerstone of this thesis was entirely concerned with the interaction between
humans and robots and how an intelligent personal assistant should be designed to
enhance user acceptance. It was concluded that the factors which were affecting how people
verbally wanted to interact with robots could be boiled down and divided into three
categories: attitudinal-, social normative- and control beliefs. In regard to attitudinal beliefs,
analysis based on both the literature as well as empirical findings could identify three keyareas to enhance user acceptance. The IPA needs to be perceived as easy to use and useful
with a balanced level of proactiveness. It cannot in any circumstances push out unwanted
advertising to the user. The IPA’s quality must align with the product, and technical errors
need to be kept to a bare minimum since user patience is generally low. Lastly, social functions
should not be viewed as crucial yet, but will most likely increase in importance with humans
growing tendency to anthropomorphize robots.
Within the second category, social normative beliefs, the analysis found that the voice of the
IPA needs to be able to handle several different tones since a monotone tone severely
reduces the user acceptance. It was further found that the IPA must be customizable, both
manually by the user as well as automatically to learn and adapt to the user’s behavior over
time. Finally, it could be concluded that a human-like personality in most cases increases the
user acceptance, particularly if the personality of the IPA is similar to the one of the user.
Nonetheless, adding a personality also comes with a significant risk since it exposes the IPA
to a lower degree of acceptance if the personality is not matching the user’s preferences.
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In the last category, control beliefs, previous experience with similar technologies was found
to be an influential factor in user acceptance. Building from previous experiences, self-efficacy
was identified to be an even more critical factor in creating user acceptance, meaning that
the user has to feel that she can understand and operate the IPA by herself. Finally, privacy
and security were found to be factors that should be considered when constructing the IPA.
This was due to that if the user feels like their privacy or security is in jeopardy it would
significantly affect the user’s acceptance negatively.
The findings from the two sub questions above were then used as the springboard to analyze
and answer the main research question of this thesis, namely how Lynk & Co should prioritize
when designing their IPA in order to align it with their value proposition. Given that subquestion one concluded that Lynk & Co applies a customer-centric approach, the concluding
analysis of the Kano-model was largely focused on Lynk & Co’s identified customer. This
customer was pinpointed with theoretical support from the Value Proposition Canvas and
empirical material from the interviews with Lynk & Co managers. Subsequently, the identified
value proposition where thereafter paired together with the findings from the HRI analysis
with the assistance of the Kano Model to answer the main question. As seen by the tables
5.2-5.4 above, the main conclusion can be narrowed down to twelve factors which should be
taken into consideration when Lynk & Co is designing their IPA. It should be acknowledged
that the five factors identified as the must-be requirements, as well as the four factors
recognized as one-dimensional both are strengthened by the empirics from the HRI-experts,
the empirics from Lynk & Co as well as from the literature. The attractive requirements are
however not as robust in their foundation due to the more speculative nature attractive
requirements naturally possesses. Conclusively, this study has achieved to find twelve factors
that Lynk & Co should focus on when designing their IPA in order for it to align with their
value proposition, based on a thorough literature review as well as eight in-depth interviews
with both managers from Lynk & Co as well as experts within the field of HRI.

6.1 Recommendations

Throughout this study, it has gradually become more and more evident what factors Lynk &
Co must focus on when constructing their IPA in order for it to align with their value
proposition. The five factors identified as must-be requirements is undoubtedly where we
would recommend that Lynk & Co put most of their attention at this stage of the development
of their IPA. One of the critical factors that we would like to highlight in our recommendation
is quality and how it relates to technical errors. During the interviews with the HRI-experts,
they were in all agreeing with the notion that a poorly functioning IPA would run a significant
risk of affecting the customer’s opinion of not only the IPA, or even the car, but the entire
organization. This would be the case with most car-manufacturers trying to implement a new
technology like an IPA in a car. However, with Lynk & Co being a new organization without
any legacy to fall back on, it could be assumed that they will be scrutinized even more than
an established car-manufacturer. This is why it is so important that the company does not
release an IPA that works poorly. Nevertheless, this is undoubtedly a double-edged sword
because if Lynk & Co manages to create a reliable, useful and intuitive IPA that is perceived
as high quality, they could promptly establish themselves as a premium brand with a clear
focus on innovative, high-quality products. This is also why we recommend that Lynk & Co
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continue on this path that they have set out on, and truly follow through with their ambitious
IPA-project. We believe that if the IPA reaches its potential, it will be a great addition to Lynk
& Co’s value proposition.
Moreover, the one-dimensional requirements are also important to develop accurately before
releasing the IPA due to that these functions will be compared against competitors. We would
after conducting this study recommend that the one-dimensional requirements should be
treated more like the must-be requirements rather than as attractive requirements. The
reasoning behind this decision is because it is truly in these areas where Lynk & Co have an
opportunity to shine with the IPA, and the factors would make sure that they take up the fight
with the other more well-established IPAs straight away. By enhancing the degree of
convenient solutions offered by the IPA a competitive edge can be built if it eases the daily
life for the user. We would argue that the better the IPA will assist the user in the daily life the
more satisfied and resistant to switch they will be. We would also be remiss if we did not state
a word of caution in regard to the proactiveness. The proactiveness is probably the one factor
which is the trickiest to perfect due to the thin line you have to balance to make the
proactiveness useful and not intrusive. If balanced correctly, proactiveness has been identified
as one of the most potent factors when it comes to enhancing user acceptance. The issue
would be if not balanced correctly, consequently leading to that it starts pushing out
information and offerings that the user has no interest in. This would quickly become very
damaging to the credibility and subsequently the overall user acceptance of the IPA. We,
therefore, recommend that special attention is being brought to what degree of
proactiveness the IPA will apply, and how it will be handled as the IPA becomes better and
better at adapting and learning what the user wants.
In regard to attractive requirements we would recommend Lynk & Co not to target these
before reaching a high-level of customer satisfaction in the categories must-be and onedimensional requirements. As stated above it is crucial that the two other categories truly are
well-functioning and we believe that this will be reached through a more narrowed channeled
focus. A parallel can be drawn to a fully-grown tree where the two first categories should be
viewed as the tree trunk and its large branches while the attractive requirements are the leaves
on the tree which are dependent on the branches in order to hang. The point we would like
to make is that the foundation first must be put in place before anything else can be created,
no matter how exciting it is. Nonetheless, when Lynk & Co would reach the point where the
two other categories functions have accomplished a high level of customer satisfaction, the
focus should be shifted towards developing a companion with personality that socialize and
adapts to the user. According to us, this would certainly enhance the enjoyment and likeability
of the IPA due to human’s tendencies to anthropomorphize. By doing this, we also believe
Lynk & Co will differentiate itself and create a competitive advantage against future
competing IPAs.
Overall, we would advise that the development of the IPA is allowed to take the time and
resources needed to make it at least matching the level of quality as the car will have, and
preferably even a bit higher. Conclusively, we believe that the IPA is an exciting technology
that can play a massive part in Lynk & Co’s future given how they have chosen to position
themselves as long as it is done correctly.
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6.2 Academic implications

One aspect which arguably has been one of the most significant challenges of this study is
the usage of a rather broad theoretical framework and the inclusion of multiple models. As
discussed in greater detail in the introduction- and methodology-chapter, a choice was made
at the beginning of the study to use three different models in order to answer the three
research questions adequately. Moreover, even though this did achieve the desired result in
terms of three well-grounded answers to the three research questions, it still stands to reason
that it also created a somewhat complicated line of reasoning throughout the study. This
might be symptomatic of the issues that can arise when a study tries to combine the technical
aspects of innovative technology with the academic aspects of organizational literature as has
been done in this study. Nevertheless, in hindsight, this is most likely one of the areas which
this thesis has contributed the most to the academia. By shining a light upon the issues that
can arise when trying combine two vastly different fields of research, with two distinctly
different vantage points, and how to solve these issues, this study has helped to broaden the
understanding of how a technical field in terms of HRI can be combined with the
organizational field of the customer-centric approach of manufacturing firms. This is an
intersecting field which presumably will be studied more intensely in the future as it becomes
harder to distinguish between issues of an organizational- and technical-character as
organizations in manufacturing becomes more reliant of innovative technology.
Another implication this study has in regard to the academia is connected with two of the
models used in this study, the TPB- and the Kano-model. One could argue that it would help
if the two models were to be merged into a single model in order to better capture the
urgency of the different factors identified. Since the TPB-model at its core is about user
acceptance, it does make a lot of sense of including the dimension provided by the Kanomodel regarding how important the different factors are to achieve customer satisfaction. By
including the three categories of must-be, one-dimensional and attractive requirements
directly in the TPB-model, it would supply a more stringent process of analyzing the various
factors of a technology and how it affects user acceptance.

6.3 Future research

As stated in the conclusion, one area that has been identified as an interesting topic of future
research is whether a customer-centric manufacturing organization should build their value
proposition around their customer or the core-competencies. As this study has shown there
are sound arguments for both approaches, however, it would be interesting to have more indepth information based on real-life cases on the pros and cons of basing the value
proposition on either the customer or the core-competencies.
One additional area which future research could examine is connected to the lack of legacy
that is discussed to some extent in this study. Concerning lack of legacy in this study, it has
only been discussed how this affects the organization externally, in its relation to the
customers. However, a study which scrutinized what a lack of legacy means for an organization
like Lynk & Co internally would be fascinating, both in terms of the potential benefits but also
in terms of the drawbacks it potentially brings. This was only touched upon briefly in the
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analysis when discussing the potential creative freedom a lack of legacy might bring, however,
a qualitative, longitudinal study could most likely provide much more robust findings in terms
of what a lack of legacy truly does to an innovation-heavy organization like Lynk & Co in
regards to their creativity.
Lastly, future research could investigate the development process of a novel technology like
the IPA for an organization like Lynk & Co, and looking more specifically on what part of the
IPA they should develop in-house and what should be developed with outside help. This
could be very interesting since it would involve looking at what capabilities a customer-centric
manufacturing organization truly think they should develop in terms of additional services,
and what capabilities they are better outsourcing.
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Appendix A: Artificial Intelligence theory

As stated in the introduction Artificial Intelligence is the underlying technology of an
Intelligent Personal Assistant, and in this part, we aim to introduce the technology and the
three different A.I. types that exist briefly. According to Barrat (2013) and Gurkaynak et al.
(2016), A.I can be classified into three different main groups based on its capabilities.
What should be highlighted from the figure below is that neither Artificial Super Intelligence
nor Artificial General Intelligence exists yet and nobody knows when it will occur. Artificial
Narrow Intelligence (hereafter ANI) on the other hand, is very much present and used by the
majority of the world’s companies in some way or another (Hengstler et al., 2015). ANI can
perform specific tasks in a blink of an eye which usually requires specific human capabilities.
However, ANI is not capable of dealing with ethical judgments, social situations or ideation
which consequently makes it better suited for tangible tasks that humans normally perform
routinely and not for more abstract tasks that regard how humans think (ibid.). It should also
be stated that ANI can only deal with situations which it has received information about from
its creator (Gurkaynak et al., 2016; Goertzel, 2016). Thus, if this context would change it would
require human capabilities to reconfigure the software for the A.I system to retain its
intelligence. Due to the continuous technology improvements, ANI is rapidly becoming better
and better, and the focus has the last years been on improving voice recognition capabilities,
where the aim has been to create a software that can communicate and interact with people
(Goertzel, 2016). The developments within ANI has created an opportunity for companies to
start developing Intelligent Personal Assistants, which through voice recognition now can
assist the human with daily tasks (Gurkaynak et al., 2016).

Artificial Intelligence Taxonomy
Artificial Narrow Intelligence

Artificial General Intelligence

Artificial Super Intelligence

Explanation
Machine intelligence that are on par or exceed
human intelligence within one particular field. The
computer holds specific capabilities to solve specific
problems, from playing chess to Google search
systems.
The computer is as smart as the human across the
board and can perform all intellectual tasks. This
machine is able to use mental capabilities such as
reasoning and problem-solving.
When the computer passes the smartest people in
brain capacity and intellect within all fields ranging
from creativity, feelings and wisdom, ASI is reached
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Appendix B: Interview guide 1, Lynk & Co Managers
Background:
• Who are you, what is your background and how did you get to Lynk & Co?

Customer Profile - General
• Who is your typical customer?
• What do you expect typical customer to get out of using your car?

Customer map - Pains
• How do your customers define expensive? Is it money, time, effort?
• What are your customers' big problems and concerns? Both in general and in relation to
your product?
• What are your customers afraid of? Economic, social or technical risks?
• What keeps your customers awake at night?

Customer map – Gains
• What savings will make your customers happy? What kind of savings, time, money, effort?
• What needs do your customers want to satisfy by making use of you?

• What level of quality do your customers expect?

• What special features appreciate your customers in relation to your product?

• What would your customers prefer, more extensive service or lower prices?

• What are your customers looking for? Good design, specific features, or general reliability?

• What do your customers want most? Low price, higher quality, modern features or
reliability?

Value map - Pain Relievers
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• Can your product save your customers? In terms of money, time or effort?

• Can your product help your customers feel better? In terms of removing frustrations,
annoyances, anxiety issues or other things that give your clients headache?

• Does your product remove obstacles in your clients' lives?

• Can your product minimize fears in your customers' lives? In terms of financial, social or
technical?

• Can your product eliminate barriers that keep your customers from using similar products?
So, how?

Value map - Gain creators

• Can your products outperform your competitors and surprise your customers? Is it in a few
special areas you have the greatest chance to surprise your customers? Quality, price, service,
etc.?
• How does your product make life easier for your customers? Better usability, availability,
more services, lower price or more?
• Can your products help your customers with social aspects?

Concluding questions
- Would you say that your product or customer is at the heart of the development of your car?
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Appendix C: Interview guide 2, HRI-Experts
Background

Who are you, what are your background and how come you work with what you do today?

HRI

When considering user acceptance within Human-Robot Interaction, what is humans
general attitude towards interacting with robots?
• How has speech recognition abilities developed within the field?
When considering the IPA’s social behavior and cognition aspects, how should it be
designed to be accepted by users?
• Should the Intelligent Personal Assistant be human-like or robot-like and why?
• How should an Intelligent Personal Assistant communicate when considering voice
capabilities?
What characteristics is important for the Intelligent Personal Assistant to possess in order to
enhance user acceptance?
• Does, and if so how, the social environment and normative behavior influence user
acceptance?
How can an Intelligent Personal Assistant enhance the user experience?
How does previous experience influence the adoption of Intelligent Personal Assistants?
How could an Intelligent Personal Assistant be useful in a car?
• What functions could it fill?
• Should the IPA be strictly task oriented or also work as a social companion?
What risks are there with designing an Intelligent Personal Assistant for the car?
•
What could hinder user acceptance?
What is the Intelligent Personal Assistant expected to do?
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